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IN THE UTAH COURT OP APPEALS 
GORDON J. SWENSON, ] 
Plaintiff and ] 
Appellant, 
-vs-
PRUDENTIAL GENERAL INSURANCE 
COMPANY, ] 
Defendant and ] 
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF 
Case No. 860276-CA 
) Classification No. 13-b 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
1. Whether the settlement between the appellant and 
all the defendants except the respondent in an amount equal to 
the appellantfs liquidated damages and partial attorneyfs fees 
makes this appeal moot. (This issue has been also presented in 
the respondent's "suggestion of mootness" according to Rule 37, 
Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure) 
2. Whether the loss suffered by the appellant occurred 
during the effective dates of the policy of automobile insurance 
issued to the appellant by the respondent (hereinafterf the 
•policy"). 
3. Whether the loss suffered by the appellant is 
excluded under the "wear and tear" exclusion of the policy. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The respondent concurs in the appellant's assessment of 
the Nature of the Case, Course of Proceedings, and Disposition in 
the Lower Court as set forth in the Appellant's Brief. 
Statement of Pacts 
1. On May 12, 1984, the appellant discovered that the 
transaxle mounts in a 1981 Dodge Omni 024 automobile, which he 
had purchased on June 14, 1980, had been mounted on his vehicle 
such that the transaxle mount holes had been drilled to a size 
larger than normal and rags had been stuffed into the holes to 
enable proper fit. The loss suffered by the appellant resulted 
from the failure of the vehicle's transaxle mounting system. 
2. The appellant purchased the policy from the 
respondent. Policy No. 51-6A440785, which was effective from 
January 26, 1984 to July 26, 1984. (R. 200, Addendum A) 
3. The appellant alleges that he is entitled to 
recover for damages resulting from the transaxle mount repairs 
under the policy. The appellant's claim was denied by the 
respondent because the incident of damage could not have occurred 
within the effective policy period and the type of loss suffered 
by the appellant is specifically excluded under a provision of 
the policy which reads as follows: 
Wear and Tear 
We won't pay for wear and tear, freezing, or 
mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure 
•2-
unless it results from the theft of the car 
during the policy period. 
(R. 226, Addendum A) 
4. Prior to the issuance of the policy by the 
respondent on January 26, 1984, the appellant had had the vehicle 
in question repaired at least seven times for various problems. 
(See Plaintifffs Responses to Interrogatories of Defendants 
Hinckleyfs Incorporated and Gordon T. Glenn, No. 10(1) to (7), 
Addendum B) 
5. During the policy period (January 26, 1984 to July 
26, 1984), the appellant had the vehicle repaired twice, once for 
a flushing of the cooling system and once tor the repair of a 
water pump and door handle. (See Plaintiff's Responses to 
Interrogatories of Defendants Hinckley's Ihcorporated and Gordon 
T. Glenn, No. 10(8) and (9), Addendum B) Neither of those 
repairs could have resulted in the mechanical breakdown suffered 
by the appellant. 
6. On October 18, 1985, Judge Judith M. Billings 
granted summary judgment in favor of the respondent. That 
decision was formalized in an order entered on November 18, 1985. 
(R. 355-356) 
7. On or about October 27, 1986, an Order of Dismissal 
(Addendum C) based upon the settlement between the appellant and 
all of the defendants except the respondent in an amount equal to 
the appellant's entire compensatory damages and partial 
reimbursement for attorney's fees. (R. 45p-463) 
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SUMMARY OP ARGUMENT 
This appeal is moot. The appellant in settlement 
negotiations with all of the defendants except the respondent, 
obtained a monetary settlement equal to the amount of damages 
claimed in his complaint, as well as a partial reimbursement for 
his litigation costs. Accordingly, this Court cannot grant the 
appellant any additional actual relief. 
It is the appellant's burden to prove that an allegedly 
covered loss occurred during the effective dates of an insurance 
policy. The undisputed facts, howeverr demonstrate that the 
appellant's claim could not have arisen during the effective 
dates of the respondents policy. 
The appellant suffered an engine breakdown in his 
automobile because its transaxle motor mounts failed. That 
automobile was covered under an insurance policy issued by the 
respondent which excluded coverage for "wear and tearf freezing 
or mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure. . . ." The 
appellant's engine failure is mechanical breakdown and is 
excluded under the respondent's policy. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THERE IS NO ACTUAL CONTROVERSY BEPORE THIS 
COURT; THEREFORE, THIS APPEAL IS MOOT* 
In the October 1986 settlement between the appellant and 
all the defendants except the respondentf the appellant obtained 
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a monetary settlement of $3,500.00. Of thkt amountf $3,164.35 
was for damages, including repair of the vehicle's transaxle and 
shifter, towingf substitute car rental, mileage, bus fare and 
long distance telephone calls. That $3,16^.35 represented the 
appellant's entire claim as set forth in his complaint in this 
action. The remaining $335.65 of the settlement was for partial 
reimbursement for litigation costs and expenses, consisting of 
filing, typing, duplication, and postage costs, relating to 
portions of this litigation. Because the appellant has been 
fully compensated for his damages and partially compensated for 
his attorney's fees, his entire claim has been satisfied. 
An actual controversy is an essential 
requisite to appellate jurisdiction. It is 
not within the province of an appellate court 
to decide abstract or hypothetical questions, 
disconnected from the granting of actual 
relief. 
Puller and Company v* Grant Investments Company, 492 P.2d 881 
(Colo. App. Div. 1, 1971), citing Arnold v. Carey, 60 Colo. 499, 
158 P. 303 (1915). That general principle is also cited with 
approval in 6A J. Moore, J. Lucas, and G. Grotheer, Moore's 
Federal Practice, Paragraph 57.13 (2d Edition, 1986). 
Additionally, a claim that a case has become moot may be raised 
for the first time on appeal as it is directed at the 
jurisdiction of the court and "thus could be raised at any time." 
Citizens for Pinancially Responsible Government v* Spokane, 662 
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P.2d 845 (Wash. 1983); Rule 37, Dtah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure. 
The appellant has not only received all that he claimed 
in his complaint, but also his attorney's fees for bringing this 
litigation as well. This Court is unable to grant the appellant 
any additional actual relief. Accordingly, this appeal is moot. 
POINT II 
THE PACTS DEMONSTRATE THAT THE APPELLANT'S 
CLAIM COULD NOT HAVE ARISEN DURING THE 
EFFECTIVE DATES OF THE POLICY. 
As is set forth in the Statement of Pacts herein, the 
respondent issued the policy to the plaintiff effective from 
January 26, 1984 to July 26, 1984. It is unclear whether the 
plaintiff is claiming that the original installation of the 
transaxle mount or any subsequent repair to the transaxle mount 
was the incident that gave rise to his loss. Regardless of the 
position taken by the appellant, the incident could not have 
occurred within the effective policy period. The record of 
repairs stated in the Statement of Facts show that during the 
effective policy period prior to the transaxle replacement the 
appellant had only two repairs performed. Those repairs included 
a flushing of the cooling system and replacement of the water 
pump. Neither of those repairs in any way involved the transaxle 
mount and could not have resulted in the loss suffered by the 
appellant. 
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POINT III 
THE POLICY EXCLUDES PAYMENT FOR "WEAR AND 
TEAR, FREEZING, OR MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL 
BREAKDOWN OR FAILURE;11 THEREFORE, THE CAUSE OF 
THE APPELLANTS LOSS IS IRRELEVANT. 
Assumingr arguendoy the appellant could establish some 
set of facts which would indicate that the incident that gave 
rise to the appellantfs loss occurred during the effective policy 
period, the loss suffered by the appellant would nonetheless be 
excluded under the mechanical breakdown provisions in the policy. 
Causation of the "wear and tear, freezing, or mechanical or 
electrical breakdown or failure" is irrelevant, unless it occurs 
as a result of a theft. The vehicle in question was never 
stolen. 
In Point I of the Appellant's Brifef, the appellant 
maintains that the loss he suffered does not fall under the "wear 
and tear" exclusion of the policy because the loss resulted from 
"someone's affirmative act." In support o£ that position the 
appellant cites three cases: Connie's Construction-Co., Inc. v. 
Continental Western Insurance Company, 227 N.W.2d 204 (Iowa 
1975); Sandoval v. Hartford Casualty Insurance Company, 653 
S.W.2d 604 (Tex. App. 7 Dist. 1983); and Rjist Tractor Company v. 
Consolidated Constructors, Inc», 86 N.M. 658, 526 P.2d 800 
(1974). In each of those cases, the court was interpreting an 
insurance policy which excluded losses ". » •due to. . . 
mechanical breakdown or failure. . . . " (Emphasis added). As the 
court in Rust stated, "ttlhus mechanical breakdown is relevant 
only when it is a causative factor." 
The critical language of the relevant insurance policies 
in Conniefs Construction, Sandoval and Rust is fundamentally 
different from that of the policy in the present case. The "wear 
and tear" exclusion of the respondent's Policy reads as follows: 
We won't pay for wear and tearf freezing, or 
mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure 
unless it results from the theft of the car 
during the policy period. 
(R. 226, Addendum A) There is no causation language in that 
exclusion. Thusf under the policy in the present action, "wear 
and tearf freezing, or mechanical or electrical breakdown or 
failure" is relevant only when it is the effect of the loss 
itself. AccordinglyF if the actual lossf not the cause of the 
lossf suffered by the appellant is excluded under the "wear and 
tear" provision, that loss is excluded under the Policy. 
POINT IV 
THE RESPONDENT'S POLICY DOBS NOT PROVIDE 
COVERAGE FOR THE LOSS CLAIMED BY THE 
APPELLANT* 
The appellant seeks damages against the respondent for 
costs of repair associated with the repair of transaxle motor 
mount damage. As such, the appellant is seeking to recover 
against the respondent damages for mechanical failure which is 
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specifically excluded under the policy in effect at the time of 
the appellent's alleged loss. 
The policy allows for certain insurance coverage for 
damage to the appellant's vehicle; however, damage for mechanical 
or electrical breakdown or failure to that vehicle is 
specifically excluded from coverage under phe wear-and-tear 
provision cited above. The only way mechanical breakdown or 
failure is covered under the policy is if such breakdown or 
failure "results from the theft of the car during the policy 
period." The appellant has made no allegation that his vehicle 
was stolen; therefore, the mechanical or electrical breakdown 
which he is claiming could not have resulted from the theft of 
the car during the policy period. 
The appellant claims that the transaxle motor mounts on 
his vehicle were either originally installed or subsequently 
reinstalled improperly. The improper installation which resulted 
in a failure of the engine is a mechanical breakdown and clearly 
falls within the policy exclusion. Such a loss is similar to the 
damage suffered by an insured in Farmers Mutual -Bail--Insurance 
Company of Iowa v. Stansbury, 291 S.W.2d 347 (Tex. App., Pt. 
Worth, 1956). In Stansbury, the insured's loss was occasioned by 
the breakdown of the structural parts of the trailer's axle which 
failed to keep the trailer wheel in place and allowed it to spin 
free of the axle. That breakdown was determined by the court to 
be a mechanical failure. 
•9-
The appellant in this case is essentially asking the 
court to require the respondent to warrant the manufacture or 
repair of his vehicle. Such was clearly not the intent of the 
parties when the policy was purchased by the appellant. 
Accordingly, this court should uphold Judge Billings1 decision 
that the breakdown of the appellant's vehicle's engine due to 
enlarged motor mount holes is a mechancial breakdown and excluded 
under the policy. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the respondent respectfully 
seeks an order of this Court upholding Judge Judith H. Billing's 
summary judgment in favor of the respondent, which excluded the 
appellant's claim from coverage under the policy. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this - S ^ day of f^x^*^/ -, 
1987. 
HANSON, DUNN, EPPERSON 
TERRY M. PLANT 
MARK DALTON DUNN 
Attorneys for Respondent 
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introduction 
the policy is a contract 
This policy is a contract between you and us. 
Throughout this policy, when we refer to "you," we 
mean you, the person shown as the named insured on 
the Declarations Page of this policy, and your spouse, 
if he or she lives in your household. When we refer to 
"we" or "us," we mean Prudential Property and 
Casualty Insurance Company or Prudential General 
Insurance Company. 
our agreement 
• In exchange for the premium paid, we agree to pay for 
losses as described in this policy. In making this 
agreement, we are relying on the accuracy of the 
statements you made on the application for this policy. 
Because of the importance of your statements on the 
Application, it is made a part of this policy. 
descript ion o f this policy 
Most of this policy describes the protection provided: 
If your car is damaged or stolen...; 
If you are injured in a car accident...; 
If you injure others or damage their property...; and 
If you are hit by a car whose driver doesn't have 
proper insurance.... 
declarations page 
The Declarations Page is a very important part of this 
policy. It lists you as the named insured and also 
describes the cars this policy covers. Refer to the 
Declarations Page to see which parts of the policy 
apply and what amount of insurance you have under 
each part for each of your cars. Parts which apply 
show premium charges under them on the 
Declarations Page. 
cont inuat ion cer t i f icate 
endorsement cert i f icate 
When this policy refers to the Declarations Page, we 
also mean your most recent Continuation Certificate or 
Endorsement Certificate. When your policy is renewed. 
you will receive a Continuation Certificate instead of a 
Declarations Page. When changes are made to your 
policy, we will send you an Endorsement Certificate. 
endorsements 
The endorsements are another part of this policy. Only 
those endorsements whose numbers appear on the 
Declarations Page are a part of your policy. They add 
to or change parts of the policy. These changes may 
be necessary to conform to the laws of your state or 
to new programs we've implemented. Or they may 
provide optional coverages you've paid for. 
policy area 
This policy covers only losses within the United States 
of America, its territories or possessions, or Canada, 
or while a car is being transported between these 
places. 
policy period 
This policy covers only losses during the policy 
period—the period of time the policy is in effect This 
period can be found on the Declarations Page. If the 
policy is canceled, however, the cancellation date 
becomes the end of the policy period. At the end of 
the policy period, if we consent and you pay the 
proper premium, the policy will be renewed for 
another period. If you don't pay the renewal premium 
when required, your coverage will end on the date the 
renewal payment was due. 
premium adjustment for change 
of cars 
If you get rid of a car, replace it or get an additional 
one, any necessary adjustment in the premium will be 
made as of the date of the change in ownership. 
cancellation 
If you want to cancel this policy, notify us in writing of 
the future date on which you want it canceled or 
simply return the policy to us. If you're entitled to a 
premium refund, that refund will be calculated 
according to our standard short rate table. That means 
that we'll keep the premium for the time the policy 
was in effect, plus a service charge. The premium 
6 
will be sent to you as soon as practicable after 
:eive your notice of cancellation. 
want to cancel this policy, well send you a 
i notice at least 10 days before the date on 
the policy will be canceled, unless your state 
es more advanced notice (as shown in the 
sements). We'll mail the notice to your address 
own on the Declarations Page. We and you 
that the mailing of this notice is proof that you 
properly notified. We'll keep only the premium for 
me the policy was in effect and we'll refund any 
ce remaining. Any refund due will be sent to you 
on as practicable on or after the date of 
illation. But coverage ends on the date given in 
/ritten notice and not on the date you get the 
ium refund. 
ial changes in cancellation and renewal provisions 
ur state can be found in the endorsements. 
ifying us if you 
re an accident 
y persons insured under this policy are involved in 
r accident or if the car is stolen or damaged, they 
)meone acting for them must get in touch with us 
oon as practicable. Please call us at the Claim 
phone Number shown in the information you got 
this policy. This information is not a part of this 
:y but it does contain important directions for 
jrting a claim. We'll want to know the names and 
resses of people who were involved and anyone 
who witnessed the accident We'll also want to 
w the details of the accident or theft If the car is 
en, the insured must also-promptly notify the 
ce. If any persons insured under this policy are 
ig sued, those persons must immediately send us 
legal documents received by them or their legal 
resentatives. 
officer or representative But the terms of this policy 
are automatically changed to conform to the statutes 
of the state in which you live. 
assignment 
You can't sign this policy over to anyone else without 
our written approval. Hbwever, if you or your spouse 
dies, this policy will provide the survivor and the legal 
representative of your estate (but only while acting as 
such) with the same coverages that you had. Anyone 
who has proper custody of the car is covered as if he 
or she were a relative living in your household until a 
legal representative is appointed. 
your agreement with us 
By accepting this policy, you agree that: 
the statements on the Application and Declarations 
Page are accurate,! 
this policy is issued relying on the accuracy of 
those statements and 
this policy, as written, contains all the agreements 
that exist between you and us. 
This isn't a complete and valid contract without an 
APPUCATION and DECLARATIONS PAGE properly filled 
out 
Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company 
^ f f i — V , ^ - ^ - ^ ' x x*/r* U \ ^ g ^ S t » » t ^ 4 ^ L -
/ Secretary <s President 
Prudential General Insurance Company 
/dL~sfl^A**XA* 
Secretary President 
langes to this policy 
changes can be made to any part of this policy 
:ept by endorsement signed by our authorized 
part 1 
if your car 
is damaged 
or stolen... 
our ob l igat ions to you (part 1) 
collision coverage 
If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations 
Page), well pay for accidental damage to a car, 
including its equipment, if it is involved in a collision 
with another object (such as another car, a tree or a 
bicycle) or rolls over. 
comprehensive coverage 
If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations 
Page), we'll pay for any direct and accidental loss of 
or damage to a car, including its equipment, caused by 
anything other than collision. For example, glass 
breakage (even if the glass is broken in a collision), 
losses caused by theft, fire, flood, hail, earthquake, 
vandalism, collision with a bird or animal, and so forth. 
We'll pay up to $100 for damage caused by fire or 
lightning to any personal property belonging to you or 
a relative living in your household while the property is 
in or on a car covered by this policy. 
If the car is stolen, well reimburse you for your 
transportation costs until the car is back in use or until 
we offer to pay for the loss. Transportation costs will 
be covered beginning 48 hours after the theft has been 
reported to the police and to us. We'll pay up to $10 a 
day for these transportation costs up to a total bill of 
$300. 
We'll also pay general average and salvage charges 
for which you, as owner or driver of the car, are held 
legally responsible. 
towing and labor coverage 
tf you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarat 
Page), we'll pay for towing charges and the cost 
labor done at the scene of a breakdown, up to th 
limit shown for this coverage on the Declarations 
Page. 
your obl igat ions to us (part 1) 
protect the car 
After an accident, you have to protect the car froi 
further damage, whether or not the accident is 
covered by this policy. If you don't, any resulting 
damage won't be covered by this policy. We'll pa^  
reasonable costs you incur doing this. 
proof of loss 
Within 91 days after the loss or accident, you hav< 
give us written proof of your loss in a form contai 
any information we reasonably request If we reqi 
you must show us the damaged property and give 
a statement under oath. 
right of recovery 
If we pay for a loss under this part, we have the i 
to get back the amount we paid from anyone 
responsible for the loss except persons insured ur 
this part Anyone insured under this policy must he 
us do this in any reasonable way we ask. No one 
insured under this policy may do anything to interfi 
with this right 
If the damage to or loss of the car was caused by 
someone you hired to transport the car for you, we 
pay you for the damage or loss. 
Then we have the right to get back what we paid \ 
from the person hired to transport the car. 
cooperation 
Anyone insured under this part must cooperate witi 
in any way we may reasonably request in settling 
losses under this part Cooperation includes attendi 
hearings and trials, helping in suing others who are 
responsible for the accident giving evidence, helpm 
us get witnesses to attend a trial and so on. If anyc 
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rtarily makes any payments, assumes any 
ations or incurs any expenses except for first aid 
:hers at the scene of the accident or for 
onable expenses incurred to protect the car from 
ter damage, we won't be responsible for 
bursement 
tion against us 
jne ins red under this part may take any legal 
)n age nst us until 30 days after they've given us 
ten proof of loss and only if all obligations under 
policy have been fulfilled. 
tat cars part 1 covers 
rs described on the declarations 
ge 
; part covers all cars for which a premium charge 
these coverages is shown on the Declarations 
ie. 
placement cars 
luring the current policy period, you acquire 
lership ot 5 passenger car or a truck with a, one 
or smaller capacity, not used in any business 
ept farming, to replace a car covered under this 
t, the newly acquired car is automatically covered 
Jer this part for the remainder of the policy period. 
i new car has the same coverages as the old car 
1 For example, if the old car wasn't covered for 
Elision, neither is the new car. 
Idi t ional cars 
during the current policy period, you acquire, 
tnership of another car in addition to those 
scribed as covered under this part this part covers 
» new car, too. The new car has the same 
verages as any of your old cars had. For example, if 
u already have one car covered for Comprehensive 
d another covered for Collision and Comprehensive 
either for Towing and Labor), the new car is covered 
r Collision and Comprehensive but not for Towing 
d Labor. But the new car has to be a passenger car, 
truck as described above or a trailer designed to be 
pulled by a passenger car. The trailer can be used 
with a passenger car or a truck as described above, 
but it can't be used with any other kind of car for 
business. This part doesn't cover home, office, store, 
display or passenger trailers. 
You must let us know within 30 days after you acquire 
ownership of the new car that you want it insured 
under this policy and hot under some other policy 
issued by us, or it will not be covered. All your other 
passenger cars, trucks and trailers as described above 
must be insured with us for this part to cover the 
additional car. 
substitute cars 
If you can't use one of your own cars because it is 
being serviced, breaks down, or is damaged in an 
accident, this part covers a car you borrow (with the 
owner's permission) to use temporarily while your car 
is being repaired or replaced. The borrowed car has 
the same coverages the car that's out of service has. 
If the car that's out of service is covered for Collision 
and Comprehensive, so is the borrowed car. 
who is insured (part 1) 
in your car 
You are insured while using a car this part covers. Any 
person or organization you give permission to use this 
car (other than persons or organizations in the 
automobile business) is insured, as long as they use it 
in the way you intended when you gave them 
permission. 
in someone else's car 
You and any relative living in your household are also 
insured while using a passenger car or trailer as 
described above, which is owned by someone else or 
any organization when it is reasonable to expect that 
the owner has given permission to use it and it is 
used in the way intended by the owner. This non-
owned passenger car or trailer has the same 
coverages as any one of your cars. But there is no 
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coverage for cars regularly used by you or such 
relatives. 
We'll only pay that part of a loss caused by damage to 
or theft of a non-owned car that is excess over the 
amount payable under any other insurance which 
covers the loss. And we won't pay more than $500 for 
a loss to a non-owned trailer. 
losses w e w o n ' t pay for (part 1) 
cars w e w o n ' t cover 
We won't pay for damage to or loss of any of the 
following cars without endorsement: 
cars for hire 
Cars used as a taxi or car for hire. (But this does not 
mean a car pool.) 
campers 
Any camper, office, or camper unit, store or display 
type body, designed to be attached to a vehicle, 
whether or not attached at the time of loss, if the 
ownership or use of the unit has not been reported to 
the company and the required premium has not been 
paid. 
recreational vehicles 
Recreational vehicles or equipment designed for use 
mainly off public roads, whether licensed for road use 
or not (such as dune buggies, snowmobiles, golf carts, 
all-terrain vehicles, etc.). 
motorcycles, motorscooters, 
mopeds 
Motorcycles, motorscooters or mopeds, whether or not 
registered and licensed for road use. 
racing cars 
Cars which have been customized, modified or 
structurally altered for use in any kind of racing 
competition, whether or not for pay. 
ant ique cars 
Any car which is 25 years old or older and whose 
value has increased because of its age. 
motor homes 
Motor homes, including their equipment and 
accessories built into them or usual for a car or truck, 
radio or TV antennas or equipment, or personal 
property in or on the Motor Home. 
customized vehicles 
We won't pay for damage to or loss of any furnishings 
carpeting, custom installed height-extending roofs, 
custom paint, custom painted windows, custom murals 
graphics or other custom applied designs or equipmen 
of a type available from the manufacturer of the 
vehicle or elsewhere (whether done at the time of 
purchase or at any time thereafter) which is a part of 
your insured car. 
racing 
We won't pay for damage to or loss of any car 
covered under this Part if the damage or loss was 
caused while the car was being used in any sort of 
competitive event (such as a race or rally) whether or 
not for pay, or practice for that event 
auto business 
We won't pay for damage to a car you don't own if 
you're using it in any kind of automobile business 
(such as selling, repairing, servicing, storing or parkinc 
cars). 
w e a r and tear 
We won't pay for wear and tear, freezing, or 
mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure unless it 
results from the theft of the car during the policy 
period. 
tires 
We won't pay for loss to tires unless the loss is 
caused by fire, vandalism, malicious mischief, theft, or 
unless the loss is caused by an accident covered 
under this policy. 
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; not described on the 
larations page 
on't pay for any damage to or loss of a 
nger car, truck or trailer as described above that 
/vn but that isn't shown on the Declarations 
Nor will we pay for any damage to or loss of a 
tute car, truck, or trailer not shown on the 
rations Page, or a replacement or additionally 
ed car if the insured has purchased insurance 
y of these cars from another company. 
tives and regularly used cars 
on't pay for loss of or damage to a car (not 
5d under this part) owned by a relative living in 
household. Nor for a car (not covered under this 
which you don't own if it is regularly used by you 
:h relatives. 
on't pay for any damage caused by war. 
ear contamination 
on't pay for any damage caused by radioactive 
nination. 
w e ' l l s e t t l e a c l a i m ( p a r t 1) 
u n t 
this part, the maximum amount we are 
isible to you for is the actual cash value of the 
led or stolen property at the time of the loss 
I into account the fact that it may no longer be 
minus the amount of the deductibles shown on 
iclarations Page for these coverages. If you're in 
sion with any other car we insure (under another 
, the deductible doesn't apply. But if two or 
:ars owned by you and insured under this part 
the deductible applies separately to each car. 
we may settle the claim 
ay pay for the loss in cash or repair or replace 
maged or stolen property with material of the 
kind and quality as the property was at the time 
loss. If the stolen property is recovered before 
we've paid you for it or replaced it, we can return it to 
you, along with payment for any damage resulting 
from the theft. If we pdy for any property or pay for its 
replacement, we may keep it But you can't require us 
to assume the ownership of damaged property. We 
may settle a claim either with you or with the owner 
of the property. 
appraisal 
If you disagree with us over the amount of the loss, 
either of us may demand an appraisal within 60 days 
after you give us written proof of your loss. In that 
case, each of us will select a qualified appraiser. The 
wo appraisers will select an umpire. Each appraiser 
will then state both the actual cash value and the 
imount of .the loss. If they disagree, they'll submit their 
jifferences to the umpire. A decision in writing of any 
wo of these three persons will determine the amount 
of the loss. Each of us will pay our own appraiser and 
we'll share equally the other costs of the appraisal 
and of the umpire. 
more than one car 
If more than one car is insured under this part these 
coverages apply separately to each car. Each car has 
a separate deductible applied to it (as shown on the 
Declarations Page). A car and a trailer attached to it 
are considered under this part to be two cars with two 
separate deductibles. 
other insurance—your car 
If there is other insurance which covers damage to or 
theft of a car covered under this part, we'll pay our 
proportionate share of the loss. 
other insurance—someone else's 
car 
In the case of a car you don't own, including substitute 
cars, we'll pay only that part of a loss caused by 
damage to or theft of the car that is excess over the 
amount payable under any other insurance that covers 
the loss. We'll only pay if you have this coverage on 
any of your own cars we insure. 
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part 2 
if you are 
injured in a 
our ob l igat ions to you (part 2) 
medical and funeral expenses 
If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations 
Page), well pay for all reasonable expenses for 
necessary medical and funeral, services incurred within 
one year from the accident. These expenses include 
artificial limbs and necessary surgical, X-ray, dental, 
ambulance, hospital, and professional nursing services. 
y o u r o b l i g a t i o n s t o us ( p a r t 2 ) 
not i fy us 
Anyone insured under this part who is injured or 
someone acting for the injured person must notify us 
as soon as practicable. If we think necessary, we can 
require written statement (given under oath) of the 
details of the accident and expenses incurred. 
medical records 
Injured persons or someone acting for them must 
authorize us to get medical reports and records as 
often as we may reasonably require. Injured persons 
must also let our doctors examine them as often as 
we may reasonably require. 
action against us 
No one insured under this part may take any legal 
action against us unless all obligations under this 
policy have been fulfilled. 
w h s t c ? : s r;:„r± ? c o v e r s 
cars described on the declarat ions 
page 
This part covers all cars for which premium charge for 
this coverage is shown on the Declarations Page. 
replacement cars 
If, during the current policy period, you acquire 
ownership of a passenger car or truck with a one ton 
or smaller capacity, not used in any business except 
farming, to replace a car covered under this part, the 
newly acquired car is automatically covered under this 
part for the remainder of the policy period. The new 
car has the same coverages as the car it replaced. 
additional cars 
If, during the current policy period, you acquire 
ownership of another passenger car or a truck as 
described above in addition to those covered under 
this part, this part covers the new car, too. The new 
car has the same coverage as any of your old cars 
had. For example, if you already own two cars, one of 
which is covered for medical expenses and one of 
which is not, the new car would be covered for 
medical expenses under this part But you must let us 
know within 30 days after you get the new car that 
you want it insured under this policy and not under 
some other policy issued by us. All your other 
passenger cars and trucks as described above must 
be insured with us for the additional car to be covered 
under this part 
trailers 
This part covers all trailers you own that are designed 
to be pulled by a passenger car. The trailer may be 
used with a passenger car or a truck as described 
above, but it may not be used with any other kind of 
car for business. This part also covers farm equipment 
pulled by a truck with a one ton or smaller capacity, 
not used in any business except farming. 
substitute cars 
If you can't use one of your own cars because it is 
being serviced, breaks down or is damaged in an 
accident, this part covers a car you borrow (with the 
owner's permission) to use temporarily while your car 
is being repaired or replaced. The borrowed car has 
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ame ^ coverage under this part the car that is out 
vice has. 
a i s i n s u r e d ( p a r t 2 ) 
and fami ly m e m b e r s — 
our car 
nd any relative living in your household are 
id while occupying a car covered under this part 
i die in a car accident, any relative who was 
in your household at the time the accident 
red is insured under this part 
i someone else's car 
nd these relatives are also insured while 
>ying a car which is owned by someone else or 
irganization when it is reasonable to expect that 
wner has given permission to use it and it is 
in the way intended by the owner. This non-
d car has the same coverages as any one of 
cars. But there is no coverage for cars regularly 
by you or such relatives. 
it by a car 
ind these relatives are also insured if hit by a car. 
er people—-in your car 
• people are insured while occupying a car 
•eel under this part if it is being used by you, by a 
ve living in your household, or by anyone you 
given permission to use it 
someone else's car 
people are also insured while occupying 
one else's car when it is reasonable to expect 
he owner has given permission to use it and it is 
in the way intended by the owner. However, they 
tsured in this car only if the accident results from 
actions while you're the driver or passenger or 
the actions of your private driver who is 
iting the car for you. 
' people are also insured in someone else's 
anger car or trailer if the accident results from 
some action of a relative living in your household who 
reasonably believes he or she has the owner's 
permission to use the passenger car or trailer and is 
using it in the way intended by the owner. 
In the case of cars you don't own, we'll only pay for 
medical expenses in excess of the total amount 
payable under any other available automobile medical 
expenses insurance. 
losses we won't pay for (part 2) 
vehicles used off public roads 
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by you or 
a relative living in your household while occupying or 
being hit by a vehicle designed to be used mainly off 
public roads if the accident happens off a public road. 
business and residence use 
We won't pay for n uries or death suffered by anyone 
occupying a car this part covers being used as a taxi 
or car for hire. (But we will cover car pools.) Nor will 
we pay for injuries suffered by anyone while 
occupying a car used as a place to live or as a place 
of business. 
auto business 
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone 
(other than you or a relative living in your household) 
while that person is occupying a car you don't own 
being used as a taxi or car for hire. 
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone 
(other than you or a relative living in your household) 
in someone else's car which result from their use of 
that car in any automobile business (such as selling, 
repairing, servicing, storing or parking cars). 
other business 
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone 
(other than you or a relative living in your household) 
in someone else's car which result from their use of 
that car in any other business. But we will pay if the 
injury results from the use with permission by you or 
your private driver of a passenger car you don't own, 
or from the use of a trailer as described above 
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attached to that car or to some car covered by this 
part 
w o r k e r s ' compensat ion 
We won't pay for any injuries or death suffered by 
anyone employed in an automobile business (as 
described above) if the injuries are or are required to 
be covered under any workers' compensation law. 
war 
We won't pay for any injuries caused by war. 
relatives and regularly used cars 
We won't pay for injuries or death suffered by anyone 
while occupying or being hit by a car (not covered 
under this part) owned by a relative living in your 
household. Nor while occupying or being hit by a car 
(not covered under this part) which you don't own if it 
is regularly used by you or such relatives. 
how we'l l settle a claim (part 2) 
amount 
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under 
"MEDICAL PAYMENTS—EACH PERSON" is the 
maximum amount we'll pay under this part for each 
person injured in one accident 
to whom payments are made 
We can make these payments either to the injured 
person, his or her legal representatives or heirs, or to 
those providing the services. By making these 
payments, we're not admitting that any person is 
responsible for the accident 
more than one car 
When more than one car is insured under this part 
the amount shown on the Declarations Page for 
Medical Payments applies to each car separately. 
other insurance—your car 
If there is any other automobile medical expenses 
insurance that covers a loss under this part we'll pay 
our proportionate share of the loss. 
other insurance—someone else's 
car 
However, in the case of cars you don't own, including 
substitute cars, we'll only pay for medical expenses 
that are more than the total amount payable under any 
other automobile medical expenses insurance that 
covers the accident We'll only pay under this part if 
you have this coverage on any of your own cars we 
insure. 
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art 3 
you injure 
thers or damage 
ieir p roper ty . . . 
obl igat ions t o you (part 3) 
>ility 
pay, on behalf of persons insured under this part, 
ims they become legally obligated to pay as 
iges because of a car accident in which someone 
is injured or killed. Or in which someone else's 
arty is damaged or destroyed. 
t aid 
pay back anyone insured under this part the cost 
mediate and necessary first aid to others at the 
i of the accident involving a car insured under 
)art . 
I bonds 
j or anyone else insured under this part is 
mi as a result of the accident or the violation of 
" 3w and must put up bail, we'll pay up to $250 
le *z: of a bail bond. The insured must first get 
lone. 
al defense 
ier persons claim that you or anyone else insured 
r this part injured them or damaged their property 
; accident we can settle these claims out of 
, if we want to. If they sue, we'll defend against 
s covered under this policy, even if these claims 
t true. But if we wish, we can settle the suit out 
urt 
ase of a t tachment bonds 
person suing you or anyone else insured under 
art ties up your property through a legal 
:hment," we'll pay the premium of a bond to 
release that "attachment." But the amount of the bond 
can not be more than the maximum amount shown for 
the applicable coverage under this part shown on the 
Declarations Page. 
j udgment 
After the case is decided, we'll pay the amount which 
the court decides you or anyone else is responsible 
for, up to the maximum amount shown for this part on 
the Declarations Page. We'll pay any court costs you 
may be responsible for. We'll also pay all interest on 
the amount for which the court judges you or any 
other insured responsible that builds up between the 
time the court decides the amount and the time we 
pay the amount which we're obliged to pay. 
expenses 
We'll pay. any reasonable bills connected with the 
defense of you or any other insured incurred at our 
request, such as travel expenses to attend court But 
we won't pay more than $50 per day for actual net 
wages lost if the insured has to take time off from 
work. 
appeal bonds 
We'll pay the cost of necessary appeal bonds if we 
decide to appeal the case to a higher court 
y o u r o b l i g a t i o n s t o us ( p a r t 3 ) 
cooperat ion 
All persons insured udder this part must cooperate 
with us in any way we reasonably request in settling 
claims under this part. Cooperation includes attending 
hearings and trials, helping in suing others who are 
responsible for the accident, giving evidence, helping 
us get witnesses to attend a trial and so on. If anyone 
voluntarily makes any payments, assumes any 
obligations, or incurs iny expenses except for first aid 
to others at the scene of the accident, we won't be 
responsible for reimbursement 
r ight of recovery 
If we pay for a loss under this part, we acquire the 
right to get back the amount we paid from anyone 
responsible for the loss (except persons insured under 
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this part). Anyone insured under this part must help us 
to do this in any reasonable way we ask. No one 
insured under this part may do anything to interfere 
with this right. 
action against us 
No one insured under this part may bring any legal 
action against us unless all obligations under this 
policy have been fulfilled. You must also wait until the 
amount of the settlement has been determined, either 
in court or by agreement among the insured, us, and 
the person making the claim. No person is entitled to 
include us m 3ny legs) action dgainst ypu. No one 
insured under this part may involve us in a suit as a 
defendant Our obligations aren't changed in any way 
by the bankruptcy of any insured. 
what cars part 3 covers 
cars described on 
the declarations Page 
This part covers all cars for which a premium charge 
for this coverage is shown on the Declarations Page. 
replacement cars 
If, during the current policy period, you acquire 
ownership of a passenger car of a truck with a one 
ton or Smaller capacity, not used in any business 
except farming, to replace a car covered under this 
part the newly acquired car is automatically covered 
under this part for the remainder of the policy period. 
The new car has the same coverage as the car it 
replaced had. 
additional cars 
If, during the current policy period, you acquire 
ownership of another passenger car or a truck as 
described above in addition to those covered under 
this part, this part covers the new car, too. But you 
have to let us know within 30 days after you get the 
new car that you want it insured under this policy and 
not under some other policy issued by us. If you don't 
notify u$, it won't be covered. All your other passenger 
cars and trucks as described above must be insured 
with us for this part to cover the additional car. 
trailers 
This part covers all trailers that are designed to be 
pulled by a passenger car. The trailer may be used 
with a passenger car or a truck as described above, 
but it may not be used with any other kind of car for 
business. This part also covers farm equipment pulle< 
by a truck as described above. Under this part, when 
trailer is attached to a car, the trailer and the car are 
considered to be one car. 
substitute cars 
If you can't use one of your own cars because it is 
being serviced, breaks down or is damaged in an 
accident, this part covers a car you borrow (with the 
owner's permission) to use temporarily while your ca 
is being repaired or replaced. The borrowed car has 
the same coverage under this part that the car that i 
out of service has. 
w h o is insured (part 3 ) 
in your car 
You and anyone living in your household are insured 
while using a car this part covers. Any persons you 
give permission to use this car are insured as long a 
they use it in the way you intended when you gave 
them permission. We also insure any other person oi 
organization who might be held responsible for your 
use of a car this part covers, for its use by someone 
living in your household, or for its use by someone 
using it with your permission. 
in someone else's car 
You're insured while using a car you don't own. 
Relatives living in your household are insured while 
using a passenger car'or trailer which is owned by 
someone else or any organization when it is 
reasonable to expect that the owner has given 
permission to use it and it is used in the way intend 
by the owner. This non-owned passenger car or trail 
has the same coverages as any one of your cars. Bi 
there is no coverage for cars regularly used by you 
such relatives. 
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ses w e w o n ' t pay for (part 3 ) 
s for hire 
von't pay for any accident that happens while a 
his part covers is being used as a taxi or car for 
You're covered, though, if you're responsible for 
ccident while you're a passenger in a car you 
t own. 
entional damage 
/von't pay for any injury or damage caused 
itionally. 
: lear l iabil ity 
won't pay for any accident covered by a nuclear 
gy liability policy or that would have been covered 
ny such policy if its maximum amount hadn't been 
eded. 
m machinery 
won't pay for injury or damage caused by use of 
machinery. 
jr employees 
won't pay for injuries suffered by any of your 
loyees while they're on the job. But injury suffered 
omestic employees is covered under this part if 
're not covered and don't have to be covered 
>r workers' compensation. 
low employees 
lyone insured under this part (for example, people 
g in your household or people to whom you give 
lission to use your car) injures a fellow employee 
e using a car in his or her employer's business, 
won't pay for the injury. However, you are covered 
u injure a fellow employee. 
to business 
won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone 
g a car in any automobile business (such as 
ng, repairing, servicing, storing or parking cars), 
you, anyone living in your household, or any 
ness associates (for whose use of the car ycu may 
be held legally responsi 
any of your cars 
ble) are insured while using 
covered under this part 
other business 
We won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone 
using someone else's car in your business or 
occupation or that of anyone else living in your 
household, unless it is a passenger car being used by 
you or your private driver, a trailer as described above 
used with someone else's passenger car, or a trailer 
as described above used with a car covered by this 
part 
your property 
We won't pay for any damage to property you or any 
other insured owns or are transporting. Nor will we 
pay for damage to property rented to you or anyone 
else living in your household or which you or they 
have charge of except a residence or garage you or 
they rent from someone else. 
newly acquired car 
If you acquire ownership of another car while covered 
by this policy, even if such car qualifies as a 
replacement or additional car as described in this part, 
we won't pay for damage caused by that car if you 
have another insurance policy that covers it 
relatives and regularly used cars 
We won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone 
using a car (not covered under this part) owned by a 
relative living in your household. Nor by anyone using 
a car (not covered under this part) which you don't 
own if the car is regularly used by you or such 
relatives. I 
how we'll settle a claim (part 3) 
amount—injury: each person 
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under 
"BODILY INJURY LIABILITY—EACH PERSON" is the 
maximum amount we'll pay under this part for each 
person injured in an occurrence. 
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—injury: each occurrence 
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under 
"BODILY INJURY LIABILITY—EACH OCCURRENCE" is 
the maximum total amount we'll pay under this part in 
any one occurrence, regardless of how many persons 
were injured. 
—damage to property 
The amount shown on the Declarations Page under 
"PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY—EACH OCCURRENCE" 
is the maximum amount we'll pay under this part for 
all the property damaged in any one occurrence, 
including the loss of its use. 
more than one car 
If this part covers; more than one car, the amounts 
shown for this part on the Declarations Page apply 
separately to each car. But the insuring of more than 
one car will not increase the amount payable for any 
one occurrence. 
more than one insured person 
Insurance under this part covers separately each 
person injured under this part against whom a claim is 
made. We won't pay more than the maximum amounts 
shown for this part on the Declarations Page even 
though more than one insured person is involved. 
to whom payments are made 
Once the amount of the settlement has been 
determined, the person making the claim against you 
can collect that amount from us—up to the amounts 
shown for this part on the Declarations Page. 
other insurance—your car 
If you or anyone else insured under this part has other 
insurance that covers a loss under this part, we'll pay 
our proportionate share of the loss. But we won't pay 
for a loss caused by a newly acquired (additional or 
replacement) car if you have another insurance policy 
that covers it. 
other insurance—someone 
else's car 
In the case of cars you don't own, including substitui 
cars, we'll only pay that part of the damages that is 
more than the amount payable under any other 
insurance that covers the loss. 
financial responsibility laws 
(part 3) 
If we certify this policy as a proof of financial 
responsibility in keeping with the laws of your state, 
the coverage provided under this part will comply 
completely with all the requirements of your state's 
law as to the extent of coverage and the limits 
required. 
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rt 4 if you are 
by a car whose 
ver doesn't 
i/e proper 
•urance. •. 
obligations to you (part 4) 
pay what you are legally 
led to recover 
e paid for this coverage (see the Declarations 
we'll pay persons insured under this part the 
they are legally entitled to recover as damages 
ily injury from the person or organization 
sible for the car accident in which they are- * 
but only when they could not collect because: 
other person is not insured or is 
insured 
rson or organization responsible for the 
it has no liability insurance or has inadequate 
lan the amount required by your state's 
al responsibility law) liability insurance 
ge or liability bond at the time of the 
nt. 
other person's coverage is denied. 
irson or organization reponsible for the 
nt has adequate liability insurance coverage 
time of the accident, but for some reason, the 
ny writing the insurance denies coverage or 
becomes) insolvent 
-and-run 
\r the driver nor the owner of the car which 
d injury by hitting a person insured under this 
3r by hitting a car that person was occupying 
time of the accident) can be identified. 
y o u r o b l i g a t i o n s i o u s ( p a r t 4 ) 
notify the police 
Persons insured under this part who are injured by a 
hit-and-run driver, or someone acting for injured 
persons, must report the accident to the police within 
24 hours. 
notify us 
Persons insured under this part, or someone acting for 
injured persons, must report the accident to us within 
60 days. 
statement under oath 
We may require any person insured under this part to 
give a statement under oath within 30 days of our • 
request, giving the facts supporting a claim under this 
part 
inspection 
At our request injured persons insured under this part 
or their legal representatives must let us inspect the 
car they were occupying at the time of the accident 
file details 
We may ask injured persons insured under this part or 
their legal representatives to file (under oath, if 
required) details of the claim on forms furnished by us 
describing the injury, treatment, and anything relevant 
to determining the amount to be paid. Anyone making 
a claim may be asked to furnish a statement under 
oath as often as reasonably necessary. 
medical records 
Any injured person insured under this part must let our 
doctors examine him or her as often as reasonably 
required. Injured persons (or, if tf ay are severely 
disabled or they die, their legal representatives or 
survivors making the claim) must authorize us in 
writing to get any medical records or reports we need. 
settlement 
Neither you, your legal representative, nor anyone else 
entitled to payment under this part may settle with 
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anyone responsible for the accident without our 
consent lff before we make a payment under this part 
you or they or the legal representative of either starts 
any legal action against anyone responsible for the 
accident that person must immediately send us a copy 
of the legal documents served relating to this action. 
right of recovery 
After a claim has been made under this part we may 
require the person making the claim to take whatever 
action is necessary to preserve his or her right to 
recover damages from any persons legally responsible 
for the injury. In any legal action against us, we may 
require the person making the claim to include these 
persons as defendants. No one insured under this 
policy may do anything to interfere with this right 
action against us 
Injured persons insured under this part may not take 
any legal action against us unless all obligations under 
this policy have been fulfilled. 
what cars part 4 covers 
cars described on 
the declarations page 
Cars for which a premium charge for this coverage is 
shown on the Declarations Page are covered under 
this part 
replacement cars 
If, during the cunrent policy period, you acquire 
ownership of a passenger car or a truck with a one 
ton or smaller capacity, not used- in any business 
except farming, to replace a car covered under this 
part, the newly acquired car is automatically covered 
under this part for the remainder of the policy period. 
The new car has the same coverages as the car it 
replaced. 
additional cars 
If, during the current policy period, you acquire 
ownership of another passenger car or a truck as 
described above in addition to those insured under this 
part, the new car, too, is covered under this part. Tl 
new car has the same coverage applying to it as ar 
of your old cars have. For example, if you already o 
two cars, one of which is covered under this part a 
the other of which is not, the new car would be 
covered under this part But you have to let us kno\ 
within 30 days after you acquire ownership of the n 
car that you want it insured under this policy and m 
under some other policy issued by us. If you don't 
notify us, it won't be covered. All your other passen 
cars and trucks as described above must be insure* 
with us for this part to cover the additional car. 
substitute cars 
If you can't use one of your own cars because it is 
being serviced, breaks down or is damaged in an 
accident a car you borrow (with the owner's 
permission) to use temporarily while your car is beii 
repaired or replaced is covered under this part This 
coverage applies to the borrowed car only if you ha 
it on the car that is out of service. 
trailers 
This part covers all trailers you own that are design 
to be pulled by a passenger car. The trailer may be 
used with a passenger car or a truck as described 
above, but it may not be used with any other kind o 
car for business. This part also covers farm equipmc 
pulled by a truck with a one ton or smaller capacity, 
not used in any business except farming. 
cars you don't own 
Cars which are not owned by you or residents of yo 
household and which are not furnished for your or 
their regular use are insured under this part if you a 
driving at the time of the accident and have this 
coverage on any of your own cars. 
who is insured (part 4) 
You are insured under this part, as well as any relati 
living in your household, anyone occupying a car 
covered under this part or anyone as to damages he 
or she might be entitled to receive because of injury 
one of these persons. 
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es we won't pay for (part 4) 
* vou own 
on f pay for injuries suffered by anyone insured 
this part if occupying or hit by a car, other than 
insured under this part, owned by you or a 
te living in your household. 
kers' compensation 
ron't pay for injuries that are, or should be, 
ed under benefits provided under any workers' 
ensation law, disability law, or any similar law. 
> owned or used by residents 
ron't pay for injuries suffered by anyone other 
you or a relative living in your household while 
lying a car or trailer as described above owned 
meone other than you who lives in your 
{hold. Nor will we pay for injuries suffered by 
ms other than you or a relative living in your 
jhold while occupying a car used as a taxi or car 
re or any car being used without the owner's 
tssion. 
> not included 
ron't pay for injuries caused by any of the 
zing vehicles, even though they may not have any 
ty insurance applying to them: 
rs owned or operated by anyone considered to 
a self-insurer under any financial responsibility 
N or similar law; a car you don't own if it is 
rnished for your regular use or for the regular use 
a relative living in your household (for example, a 
mpany car); 
ty cars owned by a government agency in the 
rited States of America or in Canada; 
id motor vehicles operated on crawler-treads or 
ils or used as places to live or as places 
business; 
(uipment or vehicles designed for use mainly off 
iblic roads (unless the accident happens on a 
iblic road); and 
otorcycles owned by you or by a relative living in 
your ^ household. 
We won't pay for injuries caused by any of 
these vehicles. 
how we'll settle a claim (part 4) 
amount—per person 
The maximum amount we'll pay to an insured person 
under this part can be found on the Declarations Page 
under "PROTECTION AGAINST UNINSURED 
MOTORISTS-EACH PERSON." 
—per accident 
The maximum total amount we'll pay under this part 
for injuries in any one accident, regardless of how 
many people are involved, may be found on the 
Declarations Page uncjer "PROTECTION AGAINST 
UNINSURED MOTORISTS—EACH ACCIDENT." 
arbitration I 
Whether the insured is legally entitled to recover 
damages, and the actual amount we'll pay under this 
part will be determined by agreement between the 
insured person and us. If no agreement can be 
reached, upon written demand of either party, the 
matter will be submitted for arbitration according to 
the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Both 
we and the injured person agree to be bound by the 
decision of the arbitrators. 
judgment 
Unless legal action is taken with our written consent, 
no judgment of a court against anyone who may be 
responsible for the accident will determine (so far as 
the insured and we are concerned) either who was 
responsible for the acpident or what amount of 
damages is due. 
to whom payments are made 
We can make payments to the person insured under 
this part or, if that person is a minor, to his or her 
parent or guardian. If the insured person dies, 
payments can be made to the surviving spouse. In any 
case, we can make payments to a person authorized 
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by law to get these payments or to a person legally 
entitled to receive damages the payment represents. 
more than one insured person 
If more than one person is insured under this part, the 
insurance applies separately to each person. But we 
won't pay more than the maximum amounts shown for 
this part on the Declarations Page, even though more 
than one insured person is injured. 
more than one car 
If more than one car is insured under this part, the 
limits shown on the Declarations Page for this part 
apply separately to each car. 
payments reduced 
The amount we agree to pay under this part will be 
reduced by any amount recovered from persons 
responsible for the accident, and by any amount 
provided under any workers' compensation law, 
disability benefits law, or any similar law. The amount 
paid under this part will also be reduced by any 
amount paid under Part 2 or Part 3 of this policy. 
other insurance—your car 
If there is other similar insurance that covers injuries 
suffered in a car you own, we'll pay our proportionate 
share of the amount due. 
other insurance—someone else's 
car 
In the case of cars you don't own, we'll only pay if the 
amount due is more than the amount payable under 
any other similar insurance that covers the accident 
And then we'll only pay that amount by which the 
maximum amount for this part shown on the 
Declarations Page exceeds the maximum amount 
provided by the other insurance. We'll only pay if you 
have this coverage on any of your own cars insured 
with us. 
t rust agreement 
If we pay any person under this part, we're entitled to 
get back that amount from any settlement or judgment 
that person makes with anyone responsible for the 
injury. Persons receiving payments from us must holi 
in trust for us any rights of recovery they have agair 
anyone responsible for the accident and must do 
whatever is necessary to guarantee these rights ant 
may not do anything to interfere with these rights. II 
we request it in writing, persons who have received 
payments from us under this part must do anything 
necessary in their own name, through any 
representative we designate, to recover these 
payments as damages from those responsible for th 
accident. Out of any amount recovered, they must p 
us back any expenses, costs and lawyers' fees whit 
we incurred helping them make this recovery. Perse 
receiving payments from us under this part must als 
provide us with any legal documents necessary to 
secure their rights and ours as outlined here. 
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THIS BOOKLET CONTAINS MOST OF THE ENDORSEMENTS 
AVAILABLE IN UTAH. YOU ONLY HAVE COVERAGE FOR THE . 
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PAC NUMBER. SEE UST BELOW FOR LOCATION WITHIN THIS 
BOOKLET. 
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PAC 202 (Ed. 1J80IB 
EXTENDED COVERAGE FOR CARS YOU DQNT OWN 
Under Part 3 I IF YOU INJURE OTHERS OR DAMAGE THEIR PROPERTY) to-
insurance provided for c m you don't own applies to any car or traier. 
Only the person specified on the Jkdxtia^P^I^^P^^'sspouse, 
ihevshefminthesamehousehotilvidatylMsm 
doesn't own or hire the car, but which might be held responsible for the 
specified individual's use of the car, are insured under this endorsement. 
The CARS FOR HIRE provision under losses We Wontfy for(Pbn 3) tom'X 
«W>lY. 
The OTHER BUSINESS provision under Losses We Won't toy for (Ran 3/ 
* replaced by the following paragraph: 
We won't pay for injury or damage caused by anyone using a car in 
your business unless it's a car being used by you or your private driver, 
i t r a ie r fods^J^a^ /u 
above! used with a car covered under this part 
Under Who b insured (Pan 21. you, relatives and their spouses are insured 
wMe occupying a car furnished for the regular use of the hfvidual specified 
on the Declarations Page or that person's spouse. The specified indvidual 
and his or her spouse are also insured in any car furnished to you or a 
relative for regular use. 
Under the OTHER PEOPLE provisions of Who k Insured (fa 21, fawomct 
. covering IN'SOMEONE EISEZ'CAR'applies to any car or trailer. The injury 
must rest* from its use by the specified wfvidual (or spouse) or their private 
driver. 
The AUTO BUSINESS provision of losses We WontPayfor(Pen2)'doesn't 
*piv. 
We won't pay for injury to people, other than you and relatives living in 
your household, in a taxi or car for hire. Nor for injury to those other people 
using a car in the automobile business. W e i pay for injuries to those other 
people in other kinds of business only if the injury results from the use 
by the specified rtmdua! or spouse or their private driver of a car, a trailer 
used with it, or a traier with a car you own. 
The insurance under this endorsement doesn't apply to any car owned 
by the person specified on the Declarations Page or by a member of the 
same household other than their private driver. The insurance applies only 
to those coverages referred to which are indicated by specified premium 
charges on the Declarations Page. 
PAC 206 (Ed. 1/80/8 
AUTO HOMES 
The coverages described in Part 11IFYOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OR STL 
also apply to an Auto Home deserted on the Declarations Page. 
The policy appEes to direct or accidental toss of or damage to the 
Home, including equipment and accessories buit into it or which are 
for a car or truck. But we won't pay for radio or TV antennas or equip 
designed to provide extra Irving area while the AutoHomeisoffahigft 
Nor will we pay for loss to personal property in or on the Auto H 
This endorsement doesn't apply if the Auto Home is or becomes si 
to any legal encumbrance (such as a purchase agreement or mortgage! \ 
isn't described in the poficy. Nor does it apply to damage to tires u 
caused by an accident covered under this policy. 
The third paragraph of the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE provision i 
OurQbfgatJonsToYw(fto!l,w\kh^ 
costs if your car is stolen, doesn't apply to insurance under 
endorsement. 
You only have the coverages for which specific premium charges are si 
on the Declarations Page. For each coverage, we won't pay more 
the amount for the coverage shown on the Declarations Page. 
2 
: 207 tu WOIB 
)ITJONAL FINANCIAL INTEREST 
f Who Is Insured (Pan 31, the words "any other person or organization" 
de the person or organization shown on the Declarations Page. 
MM (Ed. 11801 
ETIME RENEWAL AT AGE 65 
won't refuse to renew or continue this policy if you've had auto 
ance with us continuously for at least S years on the first anniversary 
of this poicy (or arty mewaiw replacement of k}\tfkw 
day. 
fever, this agreement doesn't apply if you fa i to pay a premium when 
red, if you are not the principal operator of a car deserted on the 
arations Page, or if your driver's license or that of anyone who Ives 
tur household (or who regularly uses a car insured under this poky) \tas 
i suspended or revoked during the current poficy period or within the 
nonths prior to the beginning of the current period. 
agreement doesn't apply if the corrected vision of your better eye 
•at of any persons living in your household (or any person who tegufar/y 
' a car insured under the poky I h less than 20/70. Nor does it apply 
e visual form field of you or these persons is less than 110 degrees. 
; agreement doesn't apply if you or these persons have reached the 
of 72 but don't give us, on request, a medical report from a licensed 
sician stating that your vision and/or that of these other drivers over 
72 meets the requirements given above and that, httedortor'scjrton, 
and/or they are physically and mentally competent to drive safely. We 
I't request these medical reports more than once every three years, 
vever, after you or other drivers reach the age of 80, we can request 
se reports every year. 
s agreement applies only to cars and trucks as described in this policy. 
s agreement stops as of the effective date of any other automobie 
cy which applies to a car descried on the Declarations Page, but only 
those coverages provided by the other automobile policy. 
PAC 215 (Ed. 1/801 
SNOWMOBILES 
tfyouVegmasncnA/nx)W€fweagreetopayf(ythefoflowing coverages 
shown on the Declarations Page with a specific premium charge. 
"SnowmoHe" is included under the words "car," or "passenger car" in 
the policy unless otherwise specified in this endorsement 
"SnowmoHe" means a land njotor vehicle which is designed for use mainly 
off pubGc roads but exclusively for use on snow or ice. It includes trailers 
designed to be puled by these vehides but doesn't ndude trafcrs designed 
to carry snowmobies. It means only a vehicle propelfid by wheels, crawler-
treads, belts, or stn&r mechanical devices but not propeBed by fans or 
airplane-type propellers. 
In the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE provision of Our Obligations To You 
{Pan 11, the second and third paragraphs don't apply to this endorsement. 
Coverage for traiers under Part 1 (If YOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OB STOLENI 
doesn't apply to this endorsement unless it's a traier designed to be pulled 
by a snowmobile. The description of "trailer" under Part 1 doesn't apply 
to **- * • • J i n • mi. n . l 
ins enoorsement. 
A l the provisions under Losses We Won't Pay For / /&7 / /apply to this 
endorsement except CARS NOT DESCRIBED ON THE DECLARATIONS 
PAGE. 
The following paragraphs are added to Losses We Won't Pay For (Part II: 
We won't pay for damages to crawler-type treads, belts or similar 
mechanical devices usetj to propel the snowmobile, unless the toss is 
caused by fire, vandalism, theft, or unless the loss is caused by an 
accident covered under this policy. 
We won't pay for loss o( or damage to the snowmobile caused by its 
falling or breaking through ice, unless you've paid a specific premium 
to remove this limitation as shown on the Declarations Page. 
The last sentence of the second paragraph of IN SOMEONE ELSE'S CAR 
under Who Is Insured (Part //doesn't apply to this endorsement. 
The VEHICLES USED OFF PUBUC ROADS provision under LossesWe Won't 
Pay For (Pan 21 doesn't apj|ly to snowmobSes. 
Under Part 2 (IF YOU ARE INJURED IN A CAR ACCIDENT) we won't pay 
more than $500 for any one person injured in a snowmobile accident, 
regardess of the amouit shown on the Declarations Page under "MEDICAL 
PAYMENTS - EACH PERSON." 
3 
We won't pay for any injury under Part 2 or Part 4 or loss under Part 3 
wt ie any snowmobie is being rented or leased to any person or mgaiiution 
other than you. Nor wi l we pay for these injuries or losses whle any 
snowmobie is being used in any sort of competitive evem/sartay*/a«, 
jumping contest and so forthl or practice for that event We won't pay for 
these injuries or losses if there is other v 
covering them. 
Under this endorsement, the first sentence of W YOUR CAR Under 0 f o 
is Insured (Part 31 is changed to: 
You are insured w h l e - . 
Under this endorsement, the second sentence of the IN SOMEONE ELSE'S 
CAR provision under Who is Insured IPart 31 a changed to: 
Relatives fiving in your household are insured. 
The description of "traler" under What Cars Part 3 Corns is replaced by 
the definition of 'traier'' included in the above definiuon of''snowmobfe." 
Under Part 4 IIP YOU mm BY A CAR WHOSE DRIVER DOESN7 HAVE 
PROPER INSURANCElWm word "car" 4so includes snowmobles, except 
under WhatCarsPart4 Covers where ft means onty cars, trucks, or traiers 
as defined in that section. 
in regard to this endorsement, the words "any relative living in your 
household" are deleted from Who Is Insured (Part 4). 
Under What Cars Part 4 Covers, the following paragraph is added: 
TMs part covers a snowmobie you own wt ie it's being used by you 
or by someone else who has your permission to use i t SnowmoUes 
' you don't own are also covered, but onty if you are using them (with 
the owner's permission). Otherwise, snowmobiles you don't own are 
not covered. Neither are snowmobiles being used as taxis or cars for 
hire nor snowmobSes owned by or furnished for the regular use of 
anyone other than you who fives h your household. 
The following phrases are deleted from SELF-INSURERS under Losses We 
Won't Pay For (Part 41: 
land motor vehicles operated on crawter-treads or rais or used as places 
to Eve or as places of business: and 
equipment designed for use off pubfc roads /unless the accident happens 
on a public roadj. 
The insurance provided by this endorsement apples only to those coverages 
for which a specific premium charge is shown on the Declarations Page. 
The maximum amounts well pay under these coverages are the amounts 
indicated in this endorsement or on the Declarations Page. 
PAC 2 2 0 (Ed J/80IF 
LOSS PAYEE AND UENHOLDER AGREEMENT 
Payments for loss of or damage to a car covered under Part 1 (IF YOU 
CAR IS DAMAGED OR STOLENI will be made to the person or organize 
tkm shown on the Declarations Page as the 'loss payee". Thes 
payments w i be made to the extent that the loss payee has a finai 
cial interest in the car. 
With respect to the financial interest of any fienhoider#, this insuram 
won't be invalidated because of your action or neglect or by any charv 
in the title or ownership of the car. Your conversion, embezzleme 
or secretion of the car is not covered. If you don't pay a premium whi 
due, the fienhoider must pay it on demand. 
We reserve the right to cancel or non-renew the policy at any tir 
as provided by its terms, but if we do, wel l notify the lienhoider 
least 10 days before the coverage ends, as to the Genholder's fim 
cial interest. We have the right to end this Agreement on the sai 
kind of notice. 
If you don't send us proof of your loss within the time the policy 
quires, the fienhoider must send proof to us within 60 days after tl 
time period, in the way the policy provides. The lienhoider shall be s 
ject to the provisions of the policy relating to appraisal, time of p 
ment and time of bringing suit. 
Whenever we pay the lienhoider any amount for loss or damage un 
the policy while claiming that we have no liability to the insured, 
acquire, to the extent of the amount we have paid, the lienholdi 
legal status and its right to collect the debt on the car from you. 
collecting our part of the debt doesn't interfere with the lienhold 
right to collect its part Or, if we wish, we can pay off the debt (\ 
interest! and acquire the fufl Ben. 
Whenever we make any kind of payment under this policy, we 
make separate payments to each party at interest, provided we 
tect the ownership interest of ail parties. 
* Lienhoider means a secured party, such as a bailment lessor, condit 
vendor, mortgagee or an assignee of any secured party. 
4 
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PREHENS1VE COVERAGE DEDUCTIBLE 
Comprehensive Coverage, an amount as stated in the Declarations 
i deducted from the amount of each loss. This deductible apptes 
rtely to each car covered for Comprehensive under this poficy. But 
xJuctible won't apply to damage to the car caused by: 
fire or lightning; 
smoke or smudge due to a sudden, unusual or faulty operation of 
any fixed heating equipment servicing the place where the car is 
kept; or 
damage to or destruction of any vehicle in which the car is being 
transported. 
poScy also provides Coffiskm Coverage, glass breakage caused by 
x? can be considered under the CoBsion provisions of the poficy instead 
i Comprehensive provisions, if you wish. 
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CIAL STATE PROVISIONS 
NGE IN T R U C K " SPECIFICATIONS 
rucks covered by the poficy are four-wheel land motor vehicles with 
ton or smaller capacity. The truck can be used for personal pleasure, 
ng or in an insured's business as a craftsman. Trucks used for the 
lation, maintenance, or repair of furnishings or equipment are covered, 
rucks used primarfly for wholesale, retail, or for-Wre defiverfes are 
overed. 
NGESTOPART1 
riNG AND LABOR COVERAGE 
ofowing replaces the TOWING ANO LABOR COVERAGE section under 
ligations To You (Part II: 
f you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations Paget, w e l pay 
or the towing charges and the cost of labor done at the scene of 
i breakdown, up to a Emit of $50. 
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE 
The following replaces the last sentence of the third paragraph of 
under Our Obligations To You (Part II: 
these transportation costs up to a total 
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE 
W e i pay up to $15 a day for 
b i of $450. 
SOUND (RECEIVING. RECORDING, REPRODUCING, OR 
TRANSMITTING) EQUIPME RENT 
The isurance provided under P^rt 1 (IF YOUR CAR IS OAMAQED OR STOLEN) 
only applies to loss or damage of permanently instated sound (receiving, 
recording reproducing or transfix 
instated in the dash or console opening specified by the manufacturer 
of the car to be considered permanently instated. Theft Coverage for afl 
sound (receiving, recording, reproducing, (ytrmsrmingJeq[Mpmert& farted 
to $1,000 less the Comprehensive Coverage DeductMe. 
CLAIM SETTLEMENT 
Under How Wei Settle A Bairn (Part II the first sentence under the 
AMOUNT provision is replaced by the following: 
Our imit of Eabity for damaged or stolen property w l be the lesser of the: 
1 . Amount stated in the Declarations; 
2 . Actual cash value at the t m of the loss; or 
3 . Amount necessary to repair or replace with material of Bee kind 
and quality as the property was at the time of the toss. 
Our payment for loss w i be reduced by any applicable deductible shown 
on the Declarations. 
CHANGES TO PART 2 
CHANGE IN MEDICAL EXPENSES 
Under Our Obligations To Yty (Pan 21. the MEDICAL AND FUNERAL 
EXPENSES provision is replaced by the following paragraph: 
If you've paid for this coverage (see the Declarations Pagel w e l pay 
for al reasonable expenses for necessary medical and funeral services 
incurred within three years from the accident, and that resulted from 
the accident, providhg th# it is known that there w i be future medfcal 
expenses within one year of the accident. These expenses include 
prosthetic devices, and necessary surgical, X-ray, dental ambulance, 
hospital and professional nursing services. 
MGHT OF RECOVERY 
The blowing is added under Your Obligations To Us (Pan 2): 
When we pay for a loss under Part 2, we get all rights of recovery 
against others up to the amount we have paid. Anyone insured under 
this part must: 
1 . Not interfere with our right to recovery; and 
2. Do whatever is necessary to help us get our money back. 
CHANGES TO PART 3 
DEFENSE CLAUSE 
The folowing replaces the LEGAL DEFENSE provision unte Our Obligations 
ToYoulPart3l: 
If other persons daim thai you or anyone else insured under this part 
injured them or damaged their property in the accident, we can provide 
a defense at our expense by counsel of our choice. We may make 
any investigation and settle any daim or a i t that we decide is 
appropriate. Our oMgation to defend any daim or suit ends when the 
amount we pay for damages resulting from the occurrence equals 
our brat fiablty. 
SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS 
Under Our Obligations To You (Part 31 the fokwing sentence is added to 
the provisions for RRST AID, BAIL BONOS, LEGAL DEFENSE, RELEASE 
OF ATTACHMENT BONOS, JUDGEMENT (com costs and post-judgement 
mresUt EXPENSES, and APPEAL BONDS: 
This is a supplementary coverage which w i be paid in addition to 
the amount of iabffity shown for this coverage on the Declarations 
Under How Wei Settle A Claim (Part 31 the following sentence is added 
to the AMOUNT provision: 
- supplementary payments 
Supplementary payments, as shown under OurOVgatbnsToYou/Pan 
31, w » be paid in addition to the amount of coverage shown on the 
Declarations page. 
COOPERATION 
The fokwing is added to the COOPERATION provision under Your 
Obligations To Us (Part 31: 
We agree that your failure to cooperate with us w i not affect our 
obligations under this policy to someone else. But not if that person 
was in a coftskm with you or was a passenger in the insured ca 
If we pay that person, we are entitled to get back the amouit w 
paid from you. 
ACTION AGAINST US 
Under Part 3V the folowing provision is deleted from the ACTION AGAMS 
US paragraph: 
No person is entitled to include us in any legal action against yot 
WHO IS INSURED 
Under Who Is Insured (Part 31 the persons insured while IN YOUR CA 
also includes any person using your car with the permission of an adi 
member of your household, other than a chauffeur or domestic server 
INJURIES AND DEFENSE 
The following is added to bsses We Won't Pay For (Part 31: 
We won't pay for death or injuries suffered by you or a househoi 
resident caused by you or a household resident. 
We won't defend you or a household resident in any suits trough 
against each other directly or Wrectfy by a third party. 
CHANGES TO PART 4 
SETTLBIENT 
he folowing is added to the SETTLEMENT section under KwflNsKiy 
oUs(Part4l: 
We have the right to any legal action allowable by law h our ow 
name or in the name of the owner operator, (orbothl of the insure 
motor vehicle. 
UURIES NOT COVERED 
lie folowing sentence is added under the CARS NOT INCLUDED sectic 
i Losses We Wont Pay For (Pan 4t 
Ve w l not pay for losses under this part when coverage is denied i 
xduded under another part. 
ARBITRATION 
The folowing paragraph replaced the ARBITRATION paragraph under*; 
mi Settle A Claim (Part 41: 
If we and a covered person dsagree onpofcy coverages and/or anant 
payable either party may make a written demand for arbitration. 1 
this event, each party w i select an arbitrator. The two arbitrator 
w i select a third. If they cannot agree within 30 days, erthe rma 
request that selection be made by a judge of a court having jurisdcwr 
6 
Each party w l pay the expenses it incurs and share the expenses 
rf the third arbitrator equally. Unless both parties agree otherwise, 
irbrtratjon w i take place in the county and state in which the covered 
wson ives. Local rules of law as to procedure and evidence wfl apply. 
I decision agreed to by two arbitrators w i be binding. 
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ITAL REIMBURSEMENT 
u have paid for this coverage and have Comprehensive Coverage on 
ar (see the Declarations F ^ L w e l pay yoir cost tf 
of car if a passenger car you own is out of use for more than 24 
s because of a coffiskm or any loss covered by Comprehensive 
rage, except theft of the car. If the car is stolen, you wfl receive 
ar payments for transportation costs under OUR OBLIGATIONS TO 
(PART 1). See that p a l of the policy for detais. 
Mfi only pay for rental costs for the time it would normally take to 
ir or replace the damaged car. But we won't pay more than $15 a 
up to a total b i of $450. Nor w l we pay you more than you actually 
it renting the car. 
•e rental payments are in addition to the maximum amounts shown 
lofcion and Comprehensive coverages on the Declarations Page. No 
ictUe apples to these rental payments. 
must notify us, as soon as practicable, of any loss covered under 
endorsement and furnish us with proof of the amount you spent for 
di of the car in a form and within a time we reasonably request. 
C 240 tU 2/80JC 
PPLEMENTARY UNINSURED MOTORISTS 
5URANCE 
following paragraphs are added to Our Obligations To YouJPart4l. 
The car which caused injury by hitting a person insured under this part 
(or by hitting a car that person was occupying at the time of the 
accident) is an underinsured highway vehicle. 
A highway vehicle is any land motor vehicle or trailer. But not a farm 
type tractor or other vehicle designed for use mainly off public roads 
(while not on a public road), a vehicle run on rails or crawler-treads 
or a vehicle used as a place to live or as a place of business. 
A highway vehide is i 
of ai bonds and insura 
less than the limits: 
i if the total bocBy injury Wdhy Emits 
> policies applying to an injury it causes are 
i for Part 4 on the Declarations Page. 
We won't have to make any payments under this coverage until all 
the bonds and insurance policies which apply to the injury have been 
used up in paying court judgments or settlements. 
Ttefotowingisaddedtor^ 
You may not settle with anyone responsible for the accident without 
our written consent. 
The "trust dymmx" \jpte How WeTISettle a Claim, applies to this 
coverage. 
PAC 243 U J/80) 
OUT OF STATE INSURANCE 
Whie you're in another state, territory or province of Canada, in which 
the laws require noiwesidertts to carry higher limits or other coverages 
than those provided by this policy, the limits and coverages of this poficy 
w i change to meet the requirements of those laws. However, those Imits 
and coverages wB be reduced to the extent that there's any other vaGd 
and cofcctUe insixance which appfies to the loss. Under no arcumstancas 
8 anyone entitled to receive duplicate payments for the same loss. 
PAC 280IBL 1/80)6 
ADDITIONAL AUTO ACCIDENT COVERAGE 
We agree to pay the following benefits for losses (resulting directly and 
independently of al other causes)if you or any eligible person are injured 
whie occupying a passenger Car or truck with a one ton or smaler capacity, 
not used in any business except farming, while a passenger in a car for 
hire, or if you or your chidren are hit by a car, as long as the injury occurs 
wide this endorsement b in ftffect. For the purpose of this endorsement, 
"efig&le person" indudes you and your unmarried children under age 18 
if they fve in your household as shown on the Declarations Page; anyone 
who becomes an eigUe person after the effective date of this endorsement 
is automatically covered, and any of your children become ineligible when 
they marry or when they reach age 18. 
If within 90 days after the accident any eligible person: 
Loses both hands or both feet, or loses the sight of both eyes, well 
pay $10,000. 
Loses one hand and one foot, w e l pay $10,000. 
Loses either hand or either foot, w e l pay $5,000. 
Loses the sight of one eye, w e l pay $2,500. 
If any efigibie person dies as a result of the accident, w e l pay $ 10,000. 
With regard to hands and feet, loss shai mean the entire and permanent 
amputation at or above the ankle or wrist joint 
With regard to eyes, loss shai mean the entire and permanent loss of sight* 
The most wel l pay for multiple injuries from my one accident is the one 
highest amount that's applicable to the injury. 
K any eligible person who is gainfully employed doesn't de or have any 
of the above injuries, but is completely and continuously disabled within 
20 days after the accident and needs medical treatment, w e l pay that 
person $60 a week during tfie period of tfcaMfty,but onfy up to a tot 
of 52 consecutive weeks for any one accident. 
H any eligible person who isn't ganrfufiy employed but provides ordmary 
and necessary household and other services doesn't die or have any of 
the above injuries, and is completely and continuously disabled within 20 
days after the accident and needs medical treatment, w e l pay that person 
$30 a week during a period of (EsabXty but only up to a Gmrt of 26 
consecutive weeks for any one accident. 
We won't pay for any kiss .caused by suicide or a suicide attempt, 
whether or not the eligible person is sane. 
We won't pay for loss caused by disease (except pus forming infection 
resulting from an xodemai'wound/. * 
We won't pay for loss; caused by any kind of war. rebeSon. or 
insurrection. 
We won't pay for loss suffered by any member of the mftary services 
of any country at war. 
We won't pay for any injury which happens white an eligible person 
is committing a crime or trying to avoid lawful capture or arrest by 
the police, while intentionally causing injury or damage, or whie driving 
under the influence, as defined under applicable law, or any narcotic 
drug or alcohol. 
The only policy provisions that apply to this endorsement are CHANGES 
TO THIS POLICY. CANCELLATIONS. ASSIGNMENT, and YOUR 
AGREEMENT WITH US. a l of which are found in the INTRODUCTION 
part of the policy. 
If any loss covered by this endorsement happens, the injured person, their 
beneficiary, or someone acting for them must notify us as soon as 
practicable. 
The injured persons, their beneficiary, or someone acting for them must 
give us written proof of the loss lunderoath, / / a ^ a / / a n d must authorize 
us to get copies of any medical reports or records we request. 
The beneficiary of the insured is his or her spouse, and the beneficiary 
of a l eSgiUe persons is the insured. The death benefit w i be paid to the 
above beneficiaries. If there aren't any beneficiaries at the time of payment, 
the death benefit w i be paid to the estate of the insured. If any benefit 
of this endorsement is payable to anyone legally incompetent to release 
our obligation, or if this payment is made to the estate of the insured, we 
can pay such benefits, /up to $ 1,0001 to any relative of the insured or anyone 
else we think is entitled to it. If we make this payment in good faith our 
obligations in this matter are completely fulfilled Ito the extent of that 
paymentl. 
Any of the "lump-sum" amounts for death, (fcmemberment, or loss of 
sight w i be paid as soon as we get written proof of the loss. After we 
get proper written proof of the loss, w e l pay the (SsabJEty benefits every 
4 weeks during the time these payments are due. If an efigibie person 
recovers during one of these 4-week periods, w e l pay the amount due 
as of that date as soon as we get proper written proof of the loss. 
We can have an injured person examined as often as we reasonably requin 
whie there is a daim. If the person dfes, we can request an autopsy, when 
it is not prevented by law. 
No person can take any legal action against us, unti 60 days after proo 
of loss has been filed with us, and unless they have fuified the term 
of this endorsement 
You can change the beneficiary of this endorsement without Ms or he 
consent. 
PAC 294 M 1/80) 
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION 
The Company agrees with the named insured, subject to al of the 
provisions in this endorsement and to all of the provisions of the policy 
except as modified herein, as fbflows: 
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M l 
m l Injury Protection Coverage 
vnpany w i pay personal injury protection benefits to or on behalf 
It eligible injured person for 
medical expenses* 
funeral expenses, and 
survivor loss 
spect to bodily injury sustained by an eligible injured person 
I by an accident involving the use of a motor vehicle as a motor 
(hi to bodily injury 
or other hazardous 
jverage does not apply: 
to bodily injury sustained by any person whie occupying a motor 
vehicle which is owned by the named insured and which is not 
an insured motor vehicle; 
to botfly injury sustained by the named insured and any relative 
whie occupying a motor vehicle which is owned by a relative 
and for which the security required by the Utah AutomoUe No-
Fault Insurance Act is not in effect 
to bodily injury sustained by any person whie operating the 
insured motor vehicle without the express or implied consent 
of the insured or whie not in lawful possession of the inured 
aaotor vehicle; . > 
to bodily injury sustained by any person injured whie occupying 
or, whie a pedestrian through the use of any motor vehide, other 
than the insured motor vehicle, for which the security required 
under the Utah Automobile No-fault Insurance Act is in effect; 
to bodily injury sustained by any person,if such person's conduct 
contributed to his injury under either of the foiowing circumstances; 
(1) causing injury to himself intentionally, or 
(2) whie committing a felony; 
to bodily injury sustained by any person arising out of the use 
of any motor vehicle whie located for use as a residence or 
premises; 
to bodily injury due to war, whether or not declared, civi war, 
insurrection, rebefion or revolution, cr to any art or conditkn incident 
to any of the foregoing; 
from the radioactive, toxic, explosive 
of nuclear material; 
6) to bodily injury to any person who is entitled to payments or 
benefits under the provisions of Utah's Workmen's Compensation 
Law. 
Definitions 
When used in reference to this coverage: 
"bodily injury" means bocfiy injury, sickness or disease, inducing death 
resulting therefrom; 
"eligible injured person" means 
(a) the named insured or any relative who sustains bocfify injury 
caused by an accident involving the use of any motor vehicle; 
I I I any other person who 
accident whie 
sustains bodily injury caused by an 
(1) occupying the insured motor vehide with the consent 
of the insured, or 
(2) occupying any other motor vehicle, other thanapubficor 
fvery conveyance, operated by the named insured or a 
(3) a pedestrian if the accident involves the use of the 
insured motor vehide; 
expenses'* means funeral, burial or cremation expenses 
moired; 
"insured" means the named insured, the spouse or other relative or 
the named insured who resides in the same household as the named 
insured, induing those who usually make their home in the same 
household but temporariy b e efcewhere, or any person using the described 
motor vehicle with the permission, either expressed or impfied, of the 
owner; 
"insured motor vehicle" me^ns a motor vehicle with respect to which 
(a) the botfly injury iaWrty insurance of the policy appfies and for 
which a specific premium is charged, and 
b) the named insured is required to maintain security under the 
provisions of the Utah Momobie No-Fault Insurance Act; 
"medical expenses" means the reasonable expenses ncurred for 
necessary medcal, surgical, x-ray, dental and rehabffitation services, 
inducing prosthetic devices, necessary ambulance, hospital, and nursing 
services, and any nonmedical remedial care and treatment rendered in 
accordance with a recognized reignus method of hoeing; however, it does 
not include expenses in excess of those for a semi-private room, unless 
more ntensive care is medraly required. 
•v to r vehicle means any vehicle of a kind required to be registered 
with the Division of Motor Vehicles of the Utah State Tax Commission 
aider Tide 4 1 - M 9 , Utah Code Annotated 19S3 but exdudng 
motorcycles; 
named insures means nit person or organization named in the 
Declarations; 
"occupying'* means being m or upon a motor vehicle es a passenger or 
operator or engaged in the immediate acts of entering, boenfng or sighting 
from a motor vehicle; 
'pedestrian" means any person not occupying or rkfing upon • motor 
vehicle, other than any person occupying or riding upon e motorcycle; 
"relative" means a spouse or any other person related to the named 
insured, by blood, marriage or adoption (includmg a ward or foster cHd] 
who is a resident of the same household as the named insu red, or who 
usually makes his home in the same household but temporarily Eves 
elsewhere; * 
"survivor less" means compensation on account of the death of the 
eligible injured person; 
"Vmrk toss" means (a) loss of income end loss of earning capacity by the 
e igMe injured person during his ifetime, from inability to work during a 
period commencing three days after the date of the bodily injury end 
continuing for a maximum of 52 consecutive weeks thereafter, provided 
tfist if such eligible injured person's inability to work shall so continue 
for in excess of a total of two consecutive weeks after the date of the 
botfly injury, this three day fimination period she! not beappfcabte;and 
lb) an allowance for services actually rendered or expenses reasonably 
incurred for services that; but for the bodily injury, the eligible injured 
person would have performed during his lifetime for his household 
commencing three days after the date of the bodily injury end continuing 
for a maximum of 365 consecutive days thereafter, provided that if such 
afigSrie injured person's irwttSty to perform such services shall continue 
for in excess of 14 consecutive days after the date of the bodily injury, 
this three day elimination period shall hot be applicable. 
Policy Period; Territory 
This coverage appBes only to accidents which occur during the policy 
period and within the United States of America, its territories or 
possessions, or Canada. 
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limits of Liability 
Regardfess of the number of persons raied, poicies or bonds appicabia, 
claims made, or insured motor vehicles to which this coverage apples, 
the Company's iabfty for personal injury piotection benefits wth rasped 
to bodily injury sustained by any one eligible injured person in any one 
arotoi vehicle accident h irited m folowi: 
1 . the maxinun amouit payable for medical expenses w l not 
n c M d O O O O ; 
2. the maximum amount payable for work toes is 
(a) eighty five per cent of any loss of gross income end earning 
capacity, not to exceed the total of $ 150 per week; 
to) $12 per day for inabfty to perform services for hb 
nousonoH, 
3. the maximum amouit payable for funeral expenses shal not 
exceed 1,000; 
4. the emouit payable for survivor toes is $2,000 end is payable 
only to natural parsons who are the efigftto injured person's 
5. any amount payable by the Company infer the terms of the 
. coverage shal be reduced by the amouit paid, payable, or requirec 
to be provided on eccount of such bodily injury 
(a) under any workmen's compensation plan or any s M a r statutor) 
plan other than Utah's Workmen's Compensation plan, 
U by the United States or any of its agencies because of his or he 
being on active duty in the mfftary services, 
fc) under any applicable deductible set forth in thisanfersamentorr 
the poicy to which it is attached. 
Condftions 
A. Action Against Company. No action shal Ee egeinst the 
Company unless a condition precedent thereto, there shal havt 
(sen f i i compiance with al the terms of this coverage. 
B. Notice, h the event of an accident, written notice container 
partiaiars sufficient to identify the eligible injured person, one 
also reasonably obtainable information respecting the time, plea 
nxi circumstances of the Occident shal be given by or on behatfo 
eech eligible injured person to the Company or any of i t 
authorized agents as soon as practicable. If any eligible injur* 
person, his legal representative or his survivors shal institute lega 
action to recover damages for bodily injury against a person o 
organization who is or may be fable in tort therefor, a copy of tht 
summons and complaint or other process served in connection witf 
such legal action shaft be forwarded as soon as practicable to the 
Company by such eligible injured person, his legal 
representative, or his survivors. 
C Medical Report* Proof of Claim. As soon as practicable the 
eligible injured person or someone on his behalf shal give to the 
Company written proof of daim, under oath if required, indudhg 
ful particulars of the nature and extent of the injuries and 
treatment received and contemplated, and such other information 
as may assist the Company in determining the amount due and 
payable. The eligible injured person shal submit to physical and 
mental examinations by physicians selected by the Company when 
and as often as the Company may reasonably require. 
D. Subrogation, h the event of any payment under this coverage, 
the Oampany is subrogated to ttm ritfrtz of the person to whom or 
far whose benefit such payments were made, to the extent of such 
payments, and such person must execute and deliver instruments 
and papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such 
rights. Such person shall do nothing after loss to prejufce such 
nghts. 
L Reimbursement and Trust Agreement In the event of any 
payment to any person under this coverage; 
1 . the Company shal be entitled To the extent of such 
payment to the proceeds of any settlement or judgment 
that may restft from the exercise of any rights of recovery 
of such person against any person or organization legaly 
fesponsWe for the bodily injury because of which such 
payment is made; and the Company shal have a ien to the 
extent of such payment, notice of which may be given to 
the person or organization causing such bodily injury, hb 
agent, Ms insurer or a court having juristfictkm in the 
1 such person shal hold in trust for the benefit of the 
such other person or organization because of such bodtfy 
1 such person shall do whatever is proper to secure end shal 
do nothing after loss to prejudfce such rights; 
4. such person shall execute and deliver to the Company 
instnxnents and papers as may be appropriate to secure 
the rights and obligations of such person and the Company 
established by this provision. 
Non-Dupficatioo of Benefits; Other Insurance. No efigiWe 
injured person shal recover dupfcate benefits for the same 
elements of loss under this or any similar insurance. 
h the event the ef igne injured person who is a named insured, 
a relative, or who isanjured n a n accident involving the use of an 
insured motor vehicle, has other similar insurance avaiabie and 
appicaHe to the accident, the maximum recovery under afl such 
insurance shal not exceed the amount which would have been 
payable under the provisions of the insurance providng the highest 
(War imrt, and the Company shal not be fable for a greater 
i to which this coverage applies than the Irnit 
(bears to the sum of the appicable fmitsof 
i and such other insurance. 
f i the event that an efigiWe injured person, other thananametf 
insured, relative, or a person who is injured in an accident 
involving the use of an insured motor vehicle, has other similar 
proportion of a 
of iabftty! 
iabi tyofthist 
insurance avaiabie 
provided under this 
itsuronce. 
and applicable to the accident, the coverage 
endorsement shal be excess over such other 
h consideration of the coverage afforded under Section I and the 
aajustmern or appecane rates: 
(a) Any anoint payable under the Protection Against Uninsured 
Motorists Coverage shal be reduced by the amount of any 
personal injury protection benefits paid or payable under this or eny 
other automobie Insurance poicy because of bodily injury 
sustained by an efi^Ue injured person; 
M any Automobie MetScai Payments Coverage afforded under the 
poicy shal be excess insurance over any personal injury protection 
benefits paid or payable under this or any other automobie 
insurance poficy because of bodily injury sustained by an eligible 
injured person. 
Section • 
The premium for the pofcy ts based on rates which have been established 
in refiance upon the Imitations on the right to recover for damages imposed 
by the provisions of the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act. In the 
event a court of competent jurisdtetion declares, or enters a judgment the 
effect of which is to render, the provisions of such act invalid or 
unenforceable in whole or in part, the Company shall have the right to 
recompute the premium payable for the poficy and the provisions of this 
endorsement shal be voidable or subject tc amendment at the option of the 
Company. 
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'AC 295 (Ed 1/801 
tDOmONAL PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION -
NCREASED LIMITS 
l * agreed that the Personal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah) form 
to. PAC 294) is amended as fotows, but only with rasped to any 
mounts payable thereunder because of txxSy injury to wAetgUe injured 
mon who is a named insured * retime; 
a. with respect only to any amounts payable by the Company in 
accordance with the Utah Automobie No-Fault Insurance Act 
personal injuy benefits, the limits of Liabfity provision of the 
Personal injury Protection Endorsement (Utah), PAC 294, shai be 
increased as stated herein for the selected option designated) in the 
Declarations by identification of the appropriate Addrtxmaf 
Personal kqury Protection Coverage Option 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 .9 , 
• ft 
Additional Pa 
Options 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
rsonal Injury Protection 
Maifical Expanses 
far Person 
Par Accident 
Not to Exceed 
(Wiring, PIP 
Coraragt, PAC 294) 
* 5.000 
* 5,000 
$ 5.000 
i 5.000 
no.ooo 
$10,000 
$10,000 
Work Lost 
85% of Work Loss 
Not to Exceed 
Qndutfng PP 
Coverage. PAC 294) 
$250 per person 
per weak 
$350 per parson 
per week 
$450 per person 
per week 
$550 per person 
per week 
$250 per person 
per week 
$350 per person 
per week 
$450 per person 
per week 
$10,000 $550 per person 
per week 
$25,000 $550 per person 
per week 
$25,000 $550 per person 
per week 
With respect to survivor loss under Addttona! Personal Injury 
Protection Option 9 or 0. the Units of Liab&ty provision of the 
Personal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah), PAC 294, shall be 
increased to $5,000 for Option 9 and $10,000 for Option 0. 
This endorsement is subject to al terms and provisions of the 
Personal Injury Protection Endorsement (Utah) not expressly 
modified heron. 
PAC 297 lid. 1/801 
DESIGNATED INSURED 
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION 
It is agreed that each individual shown on the Declarations Page as an 
insured shall be a named insured for the purposes of the coverage given 
by the Personal Injury Protection Endorsement and the Adtftional Personal 
Injury Protection Endorsement indicated by the entry of a specific premium 
charge on the Declarations Page. 
PAC 709 (Ed 1/80) 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
It is agreed that: 
We won't pay for damages assessed as punrtive, exemplary or vintfctrv 
regardless of any other provisions of this policy. 
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AMENDMENT OF TERMINATION PROVISIONS 
rhe fobwing paragraphs replace the first sentence of the second paragraph 
rf the CANCELLATION provision in the INTRODUCTION of the poficy: 
If we want to cancel the poficy and rf the policy has been in effect 
for less than 60 days, or if this poficy covers more than four cars, w e l 
send you a written notice at least 10 days before the policy w l be 
The fofiowing paragraphs do not apply to policies insuring more than four 
Mrs: 
If the poficy has been in effect for 60 days, we wiD only cancel it if: 
1 . You don't pay a premium or premium installment when required. 
W e i send you a written notice at least 10 days before the policy 
w i be canceled; 
2 . Your driver's kw& (or that of any other driver enher fang in your 
householdfot regularly using your<ar/has been suspended or revoked, 
during the policy period. W e i send you a written notice at least 
20 days before the poficy is canceled; or 
3. The policy was obtained through fraud or material 
m^presemat ion. /77zf f^ 
for these reasons J W e i send you a written notice at hast 20 days 
before the poficy w l be canceled. 
The fobwing paragraphs are added to the INTRODUCTION of the policy. 
If we decide not to renew the policy, w e l send a written notice to 
you at your address fas shown on the Declarations Page! at least 30 
days before the policy is to expire. We and you agree that the mailing 
of this notice is proof that you were properly notified. 
If we send you a renewal notice and you fail to pay the renewal 
premium, your poficy expires as of the due date. No further notices 
will be sent you. 
However, if you decide to insure any car covered by this policy with 
another poficy issued by some other insurer, coverage on that car under 
this policy will stop as of the effective date of the other insurance. 
PAC 1671 lEd. WO\B 
MOTOR HOMES 
The coverages described in Part 1 (f YOUR CAR IS DAMAGED OR STOLENI 
also apply to a Motor Home described on the Declarations Page. 
The poficy applies to dWct or accidental loss of or damage to the Motor 
Home, induing equipment and accessories built into it or which are usual 
for a car or truck. But we won't pay for rado or TV antennas or equipment 
designed to provide extra fiving area while the Motor Home is off a 
highway. Nor w i we pay for loss to personal property in or on the Motor 
Home. 
This endorsement doesn't apply if the Motor Home is or becomes subject 
to any legal encumbrance (such as a purchase agreement or mortgage) 
which isn't deserted in the policy. Nor does it apply to damage to tires 
unless caused by an accident covered under this poficy. 
You only have the coverages for which specific premium charges are shown 
on the Declarations Page. For each coverage, we won't pay more than 
the amount for the coverage shown on the Declarations Page. 
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PAC2105/&! f/8018 
CUSTOMIZED VEHICLES BUY-BACK 
Under Losses We Won't Pay for (Pan U the OJSTOMIZH) VEHiCl£SsasAx\ 
does not apply to customized features which are permanently instaiied. 
Under How Wei Settle A Claim (Part II, the first sentence under the -
AMOUNT provision is replaced by the fokwing: 
The maximum amount we are responsHe to you for is the actual 
cash value of the damaged or stolen property at the time of the 
loss (taking into account the fact that it may no longer be new}, up 
to the stated value, minus the amount of the deductibles, shown 
on the Declarations Paige for these coverages. 
This coverage applies only to the vehicle with customized features which 
are reported to the company. These customized features must be 
permanently installed in or on the car shown on the Declarations and 
indicated by a specific premium charge. 
PAC 2120/6/ J/80) 
LIMITATION OF PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION 
The following condition replaces the Poficy Period: Territory provtsior 
contained in the Utah Personal Injury Protection Endorsement: 
Policy Period: Territory 
This coverage applies only to accidents which occur during the poficy periot 
and within the State of Utah. 
PAC2219A/& 1018m 
STACKING OF COVERAGES PROHIBITED 
The following replaces the "more than one car" provision under How Wei 
Settle a Clam* fa Parts Z 3, and 4, and is added: 
1 . to the "more than one car" provision under How Wef Settle a Qaim' 
for Part 1; and 
2 . to the "Limits of LiabBty" section of the no-fault endorsement. 
Regardless of the number of cars to which this policy applies, if you or 
any other person insured under this policy are in an accident while in z 
car covered by this policy, we won't pay more than the limit of applicable 
coverages for that particular car (as shown on the Declarations Page) 
Regardless of the number of cars to which this policy applies, if you o 
other insured persons are in an accident whfle in a car that is not coverec 
under this policy or whfle a pedestrian, we won't pay more than the Emit; 
of applicable coverages which you have on any one of your cars (as showr 
on the Declarations page). In neither case can coverages on other car: 
insured by us be added to or stacked upon the coverage of the particula 
car involved. 
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Attaching Clause 
Those endorsements in this booklet whose numbers appear on the OecttJ^ 
tions Page are subject to the Declarations and other terms of the pbfcj^ 
consistent with them. They form a part of your poicy. 
Prudential Property and Casualty Insuranca Company 
Secretary President 
Prudential General Insuranca Company 
Secretary President 
ALLEN N. HENDERSON 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
607 Crandall Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 322-1279 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE.COUNT?, STATE OF UTAH 
GORDON J. SVENSON, '. 
Plaintiff, ] 
-vs- ] 
CHRYSLER CORPORATION, HINCKLEYS ] 
INCORPORATED a/k/a HINCKLEY'S 
INCORPORATED a/k/a HINCKLEY'S ] 
INC., UNIVERSAL UNDERWRITERS } 
INSURANCE COMPANY, GORDON T.- GLENN, 
WESTERN SURETY COMPANY, AND 
PRUDENTIAL GENERAL INSURANCE '. 
COMPANY, ] 
Defendants. 
1 PLAINTtFF'S RESPONSES TO 
1 INTERROGATORIES OF DEFENDANTS 
> HINCKLEY'S INCORPORATED AND 
' GORDON T. GLENN 
CIVIL NO. C84-6816 
1 JUDGE JUDITH M. BILLINGS 
PLAINTIFF Gordon J, Swenson, being duly sworn upon oath, submits 
the following Responses to Interrogatories of Defendants Hinckley's Incor-
porated and Gordon T. Glenn: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 
State each and every fact upon which you base your allegation that 
the transaxle mounts in the subject automobile had been detached prior to 
May 12, 1984. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1 
Prior to May 12, 1984, the transaxle mount holes in such automobile 
had been drilled to a size larger than normal, and rags had been stuffed 
into mount holes. This would not have been possible without detachment of 
the transaxle. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2 
Set forth each and every fact upon which you base your allegation 
that the transaxle mounts in the subject .vehicle had been defectively 
reinstalled prior to May 12, 1984. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2 
Prior to May 12, 1984, the transaxle mount holes in such vehicle 
had been drilled to a size larger than normal, and rags had been stuffed 
into mount holes. Such a method of reinstallation was defective. 
INTERROGATORY,NO. 3 
Set forth each and every fact upon which you base your claim that 
the transaxle mounts in the subject automobile had been altered or weakened 
prior to May 12, 1984. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3 
Prior to May 12, 1984, the transaxle mount holes in such automobile 
had been drilled to a size larger than normal, and rags had been stuffed 
into mount holes. Since the size of the mounting bolts had not been changed, 
the mounts were weakened thereby. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 4 
Identify each and every fact upon which you base your allegation 
that defendant Hinckley's had knowledge of any alleged detachment, rein-
stallation or alteration of the transaxle mounts in the subject vehicle. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4 
Such vehicle was in the possession of defendant Hinckley's at all 
times subsequent to its purchase from Defendant Chrysler Corporation and 
prior to its purchase by Plaintiff. Such substantial modification would 
not have been possible without Hinckley's knowledge. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5 
Identify each and every fact upon which you base your allegation 
that defendant Glenn had any knowledge of the alleged detachment, rein-
stallation or alteration of the transaxle mounts on the subject vehicle. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5 
Glenn was an employee of Hinckley's throughout the period of 
Hinckley's possession of such vehicle. Glenn was informed as to the quan-
tity, quality, and condition of Hinckley's inventory at the time of Plain-
tiff's purchase of such vehicle. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6 
What statements or representations, if any, were made to you con-
cerning the vehicle at the time of purchase and by whom were such state-
ments or representations made? 
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATOR? NO. 6 
It was understood throughout purchase negotiations for the vehicle 
that Plaintiff was only interested in buying a "new" car. All cars shown 
to Plaintiff by Defendant Glenn, including the subject vehicle, were pur-
portedly "new" cars and had "new" car manufacturer's invoice stickers in 
their windows. Plaintiffs retail order for the subject vehicle indicated 
that it was "new". Defendants Hinckley's and Glenn were under a duty to 
either disclose the substandard method by which the transazle mounts in the 
subject vehicle had been modified, or to represent that the subject vehicle 
was a "used" car, and said Defendants did neither. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7 
What written warranty or other writing, if any, accompanied the 
initial sale? Tou may attach copies as your answer to this Interrogatory. 
RESPONSE TO INTER&uu&iu&i nu. 
Copies of the Retail Order and New Vehicle Preparation are attached 
and marked Exhibit "A". Additional writings, if any, may be obtained from 
Defendant Hinckley's. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8 
Where, when and from whom did you obtain possession of the product 
involved in this case. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8 
Possession of the subject vehicle was obtained from Defendant Glenn 
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and a service agent of Hinckley's (whose name is unknown to Plaintiff) at 
Defendant Hinckley's service center, several days after purchase thereof 
(approximately June 16, 1980). 
INTERROGATORY NO, 9 
What statements or representations, if any, concerning the product 
were made to you when you initially obtained possession of it? 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9 
The product was represented to be a "new" car. No disclosure was 
made concerning the defective condition of the transaxle mounts. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10 
Identify specifically each and every repair, modification, or parts 
or replacement to the vehicle and with regard to each such repair, modifica-
tion or parts replacement set forth the following: 
(a) The date; 
(b) Person making such modification, repair or replacement; 
(c) The reason necessitating such work; 
(d) Attach copies of any and all invoices or other documentation 
relating in any way to said work. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10 
Documents referred to herein are marked Exhibit "B" and made a part 
hereof by reference. 
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1* Repair of exterior damage, right rear, 
(a) April 1-3, 1981. 
(b) Glen's Polish and Paint. 
(c) Collision damage. 
(d) Copy attached. 
2# Repair of fuel pump and fuel tank. 
(a) June 30, 1981. 
(b) Hinckley's Dodge. 
(c) Fuel pump malfunction. 
(d) Copy attached. 
3. Wheel alignment and balance. 
(a) March 10, 1982. 
(b) Shio Bros. Automotive-
(c) Wheel vibration. 
(d) Copy attached. 
4. Wheel replacement. 
(a) May 4, 1982. 
(b) Freed Chrysler Plymouth, Goodyear Tire Center. 
(c) Wheel damage. 
(d) Copies attached. 
5. Rear shock absorber replacement. 
(a) May 5, 1982. 
(b) Cottonwood Tire Center. 
(c) Shocks worn. 
(d) Copy attached. 
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6. Front shock absorber replacemnt. 
(a) October 26, 1982. 
(b) Goodyear Tire Center. 
(c) Shocks worn. 
(d) Copy attached. 
7. Repair of left front fender. 
(a) October 4, 1983. 
(b) Pioneer Body and Paint (Dennis Wilson). 
(c) Collision damage. 
(d) Copies attached. 
8. Cooling system flush & repair. 
(a) April 12^1984. 
(b) Conoco. 
(c) Cooling system malfunction. 
< 
(d) Copy attached. 
9. Replacement of water pump and door handle. 
(a) May 9, 1984. 
(b) Foreign Service Center. 
(c) Water pump malfunction, door handle malfunction. 
(d) Copy attached. 
10. Transaxle replacement and door handle replacement. 
(a) May 1.4, 1984 through July 31, l£84. 
(b) Lunt Motor Company (Dennis Huntsman). 
(c) Transaxle mount failure, door handle malfunction. 
(d) Copy attached. 
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11. Gas cap replacement, 
(a) August 6, 1984. 
(b) Gordon J. Svenson (purchased from Hinckley's Dodge). 
(c) Lost gas cap. 
(d) Copy attached, 
12. Distributor replacement, hose replacement, and brake repair. 
(a) August 16, 1984. 
(b) Cottonwood Chrysler-Plymouth-Honda. 
(c) Distributor, hose, and brake malfunction, 
(d) Copy attached. 
13% Shift linkage adjustment. 
(a) August 28, 1984. 
(b) Cottonwood Chrysler-Plymouth-Honda. 
(c) Shifter malfunction. 
(d) Copy attached. 
14. Defroster repair. 
(a) October 24, 1984. 
(b) Pioneer Dodge Center. 
(c) Defroster malfunction. 
(d) Copy attached. 
15. Bearing pack and replacement. 
(a) December 11, 1984. 
(b) Pioneer Dodge Center. 
(c) Bearing wear. 
(d) Copy attached. 
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16. Axle shaft and ignition repair, 
(a) December 18, 1984. 
(b) Shio Bros. Automotive. 
(c) Axle and steering failure; ignition malfunction. 
(d) Copy attached. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11 
Identify by name, current address and current work and telephone num-
bers each and every person who has ever driven said vehicle. 
PARTIAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11 
Plaintiff has objected to this Interrogatory on grounds set forth 
in Plaintiffs Objections to Interrogatories of Defendants Hinckley's Incor-
porated and Gordon T. Glenn. Without waiving such grounds and such objec-
tions, Plaintiff states that it is his belief that no persons other than the 
following have driven the subject vehicle substantial distances: 
Gordon J. Swenson 
1696 Atkin Avenue #1 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
(801) 467-7420 (home) 
(801) 363-0344 (work) 
Sarah H. Fox 
1696 Atkin Avenue #1 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
(801) 467-7420 (home) 
(801) 581-3461 (work) 
Glen R. Swenson 
3152 Valley Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
(801) 485-5383 (home) 
(801) 328-8500 (work) 
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Marian 0. Svenson 
3152 Valley Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
(801) 485-5383 (home) 
O02> 332-4637 (vork) 
Adrienne Svenson 
2670 Morning Star #11 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124 
(801) 277-8361 (home) 
(801) 355-0711 (work) 
Brian Beard 
605 East 900 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
(801) 533-0714 (home 4 work) 
Jacquita Corry 
3191 Bon View Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
(801) 272-2031 (home) 
(801) 581-7767 (work) 
Fabiexae A. JScrck 
966 Lake Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
(801) 359-5047 (home) 
(801) 278-2691 (work) 
Annique Morck 
1560 Summit View 
Anchorage, Alaska 99504 
(907) 333-7760 (home) 
Ho business telephone. 
Lynn Kelly 
2038 East 4675 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
(801) 277-8004 (home) 
(801) 582-1565 Ext. 390 (work) 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12 
Identify each and every person who has performed any maintenance on 
the Subject vehicle. 
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PARTIAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12 
Plaintiff has objected to this Interrogatory on grounds set forth 
in Plaintiff's Objections to Interrogatories of defendants Hinckley's Incor-
porated and Gordon T. Glenn. Without waiving such grounds and such objec-
tions, Plaintiff restates his Response to Interrogatory No. 10 as though 
set forth in full and states that at- approximately every 4000 miles he was 
in the habit of having the oil changed and fluid levels checked in the sub-
ject vehicle at stations such as, and including, those operated by "Minit-
Lube", and that he generally had his tires rotated twice a year at Goodyear 
Tire Center. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13 
Identify any and all documents relating to the performance of any 
maintenance on said vehicle. 
PARTIAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13 
Plaintiff has objected to this Interrogatory on grounds set forth 
in Plaintiff's Objections to Interrogatories of Defendants Hinckley's Incor-
porated and Gordon T. Glenn. Without waiving such grounds and such objec-
tions, Plaintiff states that certain documents ate referred to in his Response 
to Interrogatory No. 10, which is hereby restated as though set forth in 
full, and states that copies of several additional receipts are attached 
hereto, marked Exhibit "C", and made a part hereof by reference. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14 
Describe any damage, however slight, to qhe exterior, interior or 
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mechanical parts of the vehicle, whether resulting from accident, collision 
or any other source and with regard to each such damage, set forth the follow-
ing : 
(a) The date of such damage; 
(b) The circumstances regarding the cause of such damage; 
(c) The date or dates when the damage was repaired; 
(d) The person or persons performing such repairs; 
(e) Who paid for said repairs. 
PARTIAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO, 14 
Plaintiff has objected to this Interrogatory on grounds set forth 
in Plaintiff's Objections to Interrogatories of Defendants Hinckley's Incor-
porated and Gordon T. Glenn, Without waiving such grounds and such objec-
tions, Plaintiff states that damage which has been repaired is set forth in 
his Response to Interrogatory No. 10, which is hereby restated as though 
set forth in full, that each Item of damage occurred on a date not recalled 
by Plaintiff (except the tranaaxle mount failure, Item 10, discovered on 
May 12, 1984, and resulting shift linkage adjustment, Item 13, which are 
the subject of this litigation), and that repair Item 1 was paid for by 
Fabienne A. Morck or Nationwide Insurance Company, Item 2 was paid for by 
Fabienne A* Morck, Item 7 was paid for by Nationwide Insurance Company, 
Item 9 was paid for by Sarah H. Fox, and all others were paid for by the 
Plaintiff, Gordon J, Swenson. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15 
State the date and describe the circumstances of your first giving 
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notice to defendant Hinckley's or Gordon T. Glenn of the alleged defect 
and/or breach of warranty. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY N<^ . 15 
Hinckley's was notified by letter dated May 23, 1984, a copy of 
which is attached hereto, marked Exhibit "D", and made a part hereof by 
reference. 
INTERROGATORY NO* 16 
Identify by name, current address and current business and home tele-
phone numbers the person who currently has custody of the subject vehicle. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16 
The subject vehicle is in the custody of the Plaintiff, Gordon J. 
Swenson, 1696 Atkin Avenue #1, Salt Lake City, U^ah 84106, (801) 363-0344 
(work), (801) 467-7420 (home). 
INTERROGATORY, NO. 17 
Identify by name, current address and current business and home tele-
phone numbers each and every person who has any parts to the subject vehicle. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17 
All parts still known to Plaintiff are in the possession of the Plain-
tiff, Gordon J. Swenson, 1696 Atkin Avenue #1, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106, 
(801) 363-0344 (work), (801) 467-7420 (home). It any parts have been retained 
by persons previously performing maintenance on the subject vehicle, those 
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persons have been identified in Plaintiff's Responses to Interrogatories Nos. 
10 and 12, vhich responses are hereby restated as though set forth in full. 
INTERROGATOR? NO. 18 
Identify each and every vitness whom you claim to have any knowledge 
with regard to the facts set forth in your Complaint. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 18 
Persons with knowledge of facts set forth in the Complaint include 
Tom Gillis, Ray Potter, Kathy Coleman, and each and every person named in 
Responses to Interrogatories Nos. 1 through 17, inclusive, and 19, herein, 
vhich Responses to Interrogatories are hereby restated as though set forth 
in full. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19 
Identify each and every expert vitness vhom you expect to call at 
the trial of this action. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19 
The expert vitnesses to be called at trial are not yet known to Plain-
tiff. A supplemental response vill be provided vhen their names become avail-
able. 
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2tL DATED THIS -TLA^ dav of February, 1985. 
jCordon J. S wens on 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this <Zp day of '^J 6 fag sou/ . 
1985. J 
(SEAL) 
the State 
Notary Publi 
Residing in of Utah 
My Commission Expires: 
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DEALER NAME. ADDRESS. CODE 
HINCKLEYS INC. 
1000 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
SALT LAKE CITY. UT. 84101 
74 56189 
ZONE DEALER CODE 
Shi CHRYSLER 
Wjgjf CORPORATION 
NEW VEHICLE PREPARATION 
INSPECTION AND ROAD TEST 
PASSENGER CARS & TRUCKS 
REPAIR ORDER NUMBER 
DEALER STOCK NUMBER. 
CUSTOMER 
10182 
^ 
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBE'I 
grw/l 
DATE PERFORMED 
£1 n *o 
MECHANIC #. 
~2^ 
PERFORM THE INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENTS AS LISTED BELOjW 
UNDER HOOP 
CHECK OPERATION OF HOOD LATCH AND SAFETY CATCH-ADJUST AS REQUIRED 
CHECK ALL FLUIDS FOR PROPER LEVEL A TOP OFF AS REQUIRED-ENGINE OIL, AUTO 
TRANS FLUID. BRAKE MASTER CYL . POWER STEERING. WINDSHIELD WASHER. COOLING 
SYSTEM (TEST FOR PROTECTION LEVEL) 
CHECK BRAKE. FUEL. POWER STEERING LINES FOR PROPER ROUTING AND CONNECTIONS 
FOR LEAKS. TIGHTEN LOOSE CONNECTORS AS REQUIRED 
CHECK ROUTING AND CONNECTIONS OF UNDERHOOD WIRING. VACUUM A COOLANT 
HOSES-REROUTE & TIGHTEN AS REQUIRED 
CHECK BATTERY LEVEL. CABLES AND STATE OF CHARGE-TOP OFF AND CHARGE AS 
REQUIRED 
CHECK STEERING COUPLING PIN OR LOCK BOLT FOR PROPER INSTALLATION 
CHECK THROTTLE LINKAGE A CHOKE OPERATION-ADJUST AS REQUIRED 
CHECK EGR VALVE FUNCTION 
B^M UNDER VEHICLE CHECK ALL STEERING A SUSPENSION COMPONENTS FOR LOOSE ATTACHMENTS AND 
PROPER KEYING.-BALL JOINTS. CONTROL ARMS. IDLER ARMS. STRUTS I IT MAN A R M -
TIGHTEN A KEY AS REQUIRED 
CHECK BRAKE FUEL AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS FOR PROPER CLEARANCE. ROUTING AND 
LEAKS-ADJUST AS REQUIRED 
CHECK ALL UNDERBOOY FLUID LEVELS AND TOP OFF AS REQUIRED-AXIES. TRANS-
MISSION. TRANSFER CASE. TRANS AXLE 
CHECK A ADJUST TIRE PRESSURE TO SPEC'S 
TORQUE WHEEL STUD NUTS-DUAL REAR WHEELS 
CHECK FRONT DRIVE SHAFT FLANGE ATTACHMENT SCREWS LOCKING CAPS FOR PROPER 
INSTALLATION ( 1 M BODY MANUAL TRANS AXLE ONLY) 
REMOVE^HIPPING BRACKETS WHERE APPLICABLE 
CHEi*(MANIFOLD HEAT CONTROL VALVE FUNCTION 
CHECI 
ONL' 
, IGNITION TIMING. IDLE SPEED AND MIXTURE - ADJUST AS REQUIRED (IMPORTS 
BODY 
• CHECK OPERATION ANO FIT OF DOORS. TRUNK LIO. HOOD. TAILGATE OR LIFTGATE. 
FENDERS ADJUST STRIKERS AND LATCHES AS REQUIRED (INCLUDES WEATHERSTRIP 
SEAL ON TRUNK LIO A TAILGATE/LIFTGATE) 
• CHECK OPERATION OF WINDOWS 
• CHECK OPERATION OF SEATS. SEAT BACK LATCHES, SEAT A SHOULDER BELTS A 
RETRACTORS AND HEAD RESTRAINT 
• INSTALL SHIPPED LOOSE ITEMS 
• TOUCH UP MINOR PAINT CHIPS A SCRATCHES 
ROAD TEST & INSPECT FOR PROPER OPERATION 
CHECK STEERING COLUMN LOCK. SEAT BELT A KEY BUZZER 
CHECK CLUTCH O^ NEUTRAL START SWITCH OPERATION ADJUST IF RFQUIREO 
CHECK OPERATION OF GAUGES. INSTRUMENTS. LIGHTS. HORN. SIGNALS. MIRRORS. 
WINDSHIELD WIPERS A WASHERS (ADJ WIPERS AND AIM WASHERS AS REQUIRED) 
CHECK OPERATION OF HEATER/AIR CONDITIONER. RADIO AND OTHER OPTIONS-TRIM 
RADIO ANTENNA IF REQUIREO 
CHECK BRAKE OPERATION INCLUDING PARKING BRAKE A WARNING SYSTEM 
CHECK ENGINE. TRANSMISSION A TRANSFER CASE PERFORMANCE-ADJUST AS 
REQUIRED 
CHECK STEERING. POWER ASSIST AND STEERING WHEEL CENTER-ADJUST AS REQUIRED 
CHECK FOR SQUEAKS. RATTLES. AIR LEAKS A VIBRATIONS-TIGHTEN OBVIOUS LOOSE 
FASTENERS 
REMOVE PROTECTIVE SEAT CUSHION AND CARPET COVERS. AND CERTIFY FOR 
DELIVERY 
| |OTHER D OTHER 
FOR CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE: 
• 
• 
RECORD KEY NUMBERS. 
ALL SPECIAL OWNFR INSTRUCTIONS TAGS. LABEl S. 
SUN VISOR S i l l V I . I T C SHOULD BE LEFT ON 
DEALER'S CERTIFICATION 
I certify that this vehicle has been inspected and road 
tested, and that adjustments were pe i lo rmcd. as indicated 
by Ihe check mark in the boxes. 
Tt-yl </r>HA / v I V L X> CK. 
H I N C K L L Y S 
SINCE 1915 
iOOO SOUTH MAIN —SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84101 
2309 SOUTH STATE—SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH J4U5 
2810 WASHINGTON BLVD. —OGOEN. UTAH 8440i 
(801) 3S9-7655 (801) 484-8755 (801) 394-8844 
WHERE YOUR NEW DODGE CAR OR TRUCK IS GUARANTEED FORI AS LONG AS YOU OWN IT. 
AS STATED IN HINCXLEYS ORIGINAL GUARANTEE 
PURCHASER'S NAM* 
rtAOrS Sjj€~?€>^S 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ^ CITY 
** A 
SOCIAL SECURITY NO. AGE 04 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
STREET AOORESS 
v£7-7VJr) 
RESIDENCE PHONg 
STATE ZIP 
BUS NESS PHONE 
VEHICLE BEING PURCHASED CASH DELIVERED PRICE OF VEHICLE £??£, 
PLEASE ENTER MY ORDER 
FOR THE FOLLOWING 
O f i E W £ T C A R 
D USED D TRUCK 
C DEMO g OTHER. 
C/j/). ^ j f l rw f^J Jwwr -Z_2_5 
YEAR /rro MAKE 
MOOEL OR 
SER.ES f x f t g 
'edvA A C C E S S O R I E S ^ ^ £ _ g r _ ^ 
BODY 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
}\Zfh 
_ _ _ _ _ 
COIOR TRIM 
IDENTIFICATION NO. ENGINE 
MILEAGE 
-4& 
S^L 
> B* OELrvERED 
:JT>* OR A80UT STOCK NO. ?&-r<& 
SALESMAN g**flo & ^v^oj 3&Kb/n$ ^i«*<cMn 
USED VEHICLE TRADED IN AND/OR OTHER-CREDITS 
MAKE OF TRADE-IN AS* 
-______. 
VCAR MODEL BODY 
SERIES 
» CERTIFY THAT THE ODOMETER READING ON MY ABOVE 
TRADE READS MILES. THE ODOMETER 
HAS HAS NOT EXCEEDED 100,000 MILE5. 
Signotur© - • 
IDENTIFICATION NO. 
BALANCE OWED TO 
Cash Price of Vehicle & Accessories / • & * 
ADDRESS STATE AND LOCAL TAXES 
-3-LL 
USED TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE 
HAIANCE OWED ON TRADE-IN 
NET ALLOWANCE ON USED TRA0E-IN 
DEPOSIT OR CREDIT BALANCE 
CASH WITH ORDER 
TOTAL CREDIT {TRANSFER TO RIGHT COIUMNI 
'&flfr/ 
! _ _ _ _ _ 
License. License Transfer, 
Title. Registration Fee 
TOTAL PRICE OF 
TOTAL CREDIT 
2__ 
r) c; 
UNIT %M I 
IRANSffcRRfD « O M IfM 
COLUMN V. S'6 / 
zS- UNPAID CASH BALANCE DUE ON DELIVERY V- O-
Purchaser agrees that this Order includes oil of the \wm% ond condition* on both the foce ond reserve **de hereof, thot this Order concels ond supersedes en* pno 
ogreement and o* of the date hereof comprise* tHe complete o«d e«c<us*ve statement of the terms of the agreement re<ot>ng to the suhiect matters coveted Sereoy. one* * o 
THrS ORDER SHAH NQT BECOME B»NQ|NG UNTIl ACCEPTED BY OEALER OR HIS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 
Purchaser by his etecution of this Order ocfcnowledges thot he ho* tied its frm%ond conditions ond hos received o true copy of this Order 
"THANK YOU — WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS" 
PURCHASER'S.:, C N A T 
ACCEPTED av ///fl.ry-. 
**ff P^yzfr^^ 
_ _ = _ 
V 
lO/TTlE) DAT*- c>-/4-w:> 
•t>r*>( 
RETAIL ORDER FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE 
ORIGINAL 
- A CREDIT SALE. REQUIRED INFORMATION CONTAINED O N A SEPARATE. DISCLOSURE STATEMENT IS MADE A PART OF THIS PC 
GLIEN'S 
POLISH & 
PRINT, 
"Complalt Auto Reconditioning" INC: Phona: 328 1530 
337 West Amarican Avanua (955 South) Salt Laka City, Utah 84101 
P O 
ORDER 
NO 
.OAY£_ 
.10 
•oto av C A f N 
6>-
V a t A * 
c.o.o. CMAft«C BM A C C f MOSC 
M T O . 
PAN! OUT 
[ O I K R I P T I O N 1 AMOUNT 
ay *bia ai Ilia olMca ol Glan's Polish A Painl. Inc In Sail la ta Clly. Utah Ou« lha 10th day 
l lha month following lha data ol chaiga. In lha avanl Ihit claim la nol paid within 30 days 
tar Out data. I of Wa agraa to pay rsasonabla alloinay laaa wilh or without iull logalhar 
llh 10% intarasl until paid tooth balora and altar Judgamunl. 
j^o 9 r/ .'• 7 ;«£o 
GLEN'S 
POLISH & 
PAINT, 
"Compltto Auto Reconditioning'' INC. Phona: 3281639 
337 Watt Amarican Avanua (955 South) Salt Laka City, Utah 84101 
P.O. 
ORDER 
N O 
v - io . 
aoLO av C A f N 
V E A M 
D A T E 
' 
. i* . ' i ' ' ' 
C.O.O. C N A N t t 
A' 
BIT ACCT Moac 
a i T o . 
1 
O K S C f t l P T I O N 
' » • 
• 
/ 
* / 
I O 
I 
_v/ 
, 
•AM) OU? 
A M O U N T 
1 t » • 
/>' 
.-. *' 
y 
Payabsa al lha oMca ol Clan's Polish A Paint. Inc. In fall Laaa City. Utah. Ov lha 1«h day 
ol lha month following lha data ol charga In lha avanl Ihit claim Is nol paid within M days 
altar dua data. I or Wa agraa lo pay raasonahla attorney taas wilh or without suit logathor 
with 10% Intarasl until paid both balora and attar fudgamanl. 
* N2 9'J,.Mr" RCC'O BY 
GLFN'S _ 
POLISH & ^ * J 
PAINT, ^^ 
INC. Phona: 32 "Complttt Auto RtHOiiditlonlni' 
337 Watt Amarican Avanua 1956 Southl Salt Laka City, Utah 
P.O. 
ORDER 
NO. .DATE. .19 
r*~rr 
fOLft • « ! 
<7 ' ^ 
c.a.a m ACCTI Moac 
otto. 
o cacm PT I O N 
O 
1
 i 
/ 
I . ' 
Payable al lha oINca ol Qlana Polish A Palnl. Inc In Sail laka CUy. Utah Ou« 11 
ol lha month following lha data ol charga In lha avrnl this claim Is nol paid wit 
allar dua data. I or Wa agraa lo pay raatonabla attomay laas wilh or without»« 
with 10% Intarasl unlM paid both balora and allar |udgamanl. 
N2 9526 REC'D • Y 
Miiiiittirtin i unrtiMmmMwiMMimmMwmMMM 
A l l . l»AHl!rtMS 
UNI tSS SPUJ 
TIRES 
%H# ffi 
Al 11 I I AflE NEW 
H I ) t iTHEIiWlSE 
Lpufeif 
J {BUSINESS PHONE • | RESIDUE 
GAS. OIL * LUBRICANTS 
GASOLINE @ 
OTS. OIL # 
LBS. GREASE @ 
AUTO TRANS FLUID @ 
.-.^JPTAL GAgi. P!U & |,UBPICANTS 
L f O N U M B E R S U B L E T R E P A I R S 
j8^;XM:iQmmm 
OSP*i 
I TIME R E C E I V E D ^ — , 
PM 
T IM l PRI 
I C H A R G r i CASH CARO 
O 
ORDER N O 
Tatar 
ftJfNMtHI 
romr 
HMH SOUTH A MAIN 
DIAL 35i 9ASS 
SAIT LAKE CITY. UTAH 
ZtPCOOEMlOt 
«mu WASHINGTON t t V O 
CMAL 304 AA44 
OGDEN. Uf AM 
ZIP CODE 14401 
HINCKLEY'S I I 
j?£ DODGE H 
<te&> -
ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIRS 
$ 
TIME" MMCIWM AMOUNT 
1 
SAVE OLO PARTS FOR INSPECTION? © © 
sMS -^>0 > n 
? X » SOUIM STATE STRCffT 
DIAL 4ft4-tlaS 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 
2IPCOOEI4I1S 
S 39070 
VEHICLE 
N O 
& . ^ U 9 i / S S T > i > 
O W N E R 
N A M E 
MOO A D D R E S S 
J^D t .^ . %—* _ * L r " \ ^ L. 
CITY 
STATE 
ZIP 
LICENSE NUMBER 
<3* *K—. 
I LUBRICATE 
CHANGE OIL 
CHANGE (ML FHfEft 
FUEL FILTER 
STATE INSPECT 
iJgg*-. 
tlL-LXZA^ -<r{^ l l i -w C «g/ fWIS- ftig.t^A ^ 
^
D y 
LDDT:—"A^« D ^ Q T ' ^ 
p^higr S h ^ 
14- PD 
^-PD 
<GUO 
S H O P SUPPLIES: Alo**^cliMp^«qu*v«larMloSSoflabO(it*rK4ud«dl0f »uppli«tuM4iMtf«)ui««tiicl« M»aM*ofiicli*»M»s$»00 Appllc—K iuppty < w n t f Nult U>il» wafth«t.Upt p*i»s MfOtpraY th«ilAC sottani fagt cwouraior rttMiw. low**** toloV. toaiiwy clean* w m windo* ••*!•• ;«ic 
ICHMS A H C fOR . . A S M ON D E L I V E R Y E S I I M A T E S ARE FOR LABOR O N L Y 
M A T E R I A L IS fcXTHA 
REPAIR C O N T R A C T -
I HEREBY REQUEST IH€ PtRFORMANCE OF THf ABOVE REPAIR WORK ANO 
THE FURNISHING Of PARTS ANO MATERIALS VOU DEEM NECESSARY I 
EXPRESSLY GRAHI VOU A l (EN ON THE VEHICLE TO SECURE PAYMENT FOR 
SUCH REPAIRS l AUTHORISE VOU ANO YOUR EMPLOYEES TO OPERATE THE 
VEHICLE FORTES I OR iNSPC C I ION PURPOSES I ASSUME THE RISK Of LOSS BY 
FIRE OR THEFT AMVOH BY ANY OTHER CAUSE OTHER THAN YOUR NEGLIGENCE 
AFFIRMATIVELY MM)VtO AND AGREE THAT I HAVE OR WkL PROVIDE MY OWN 
INSURANCE P R O U C H O N AQAINSI SUCH RISKS 
SIORAGf WILL BE CHARGED 44 HOURS AFTER REPAIRS ARE COMPLETEO ' 
PARTS, ACCESSORIES AMO 
SERVICE 
THE WARRANT COVERING 
PARTS AND SERVICE IS THE 
WARRANTY OF THE MANU-
FACTURER OF THE PARTS 
THAT WARRANTY IS I HE 
ONLY WARRANTY APPLI-
CABLE THE SELLER. 
HINCKLEY'S DODGE HERE-
SY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS 
ALL WARRANTIES EITHER 
EXPRESS OR I M P L I E D 
INCLUOINO ANY IMPllEO 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANT-
ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
ANO HINCKLEY S DOOOE 
NEITHER ASSUMES NOR 
AUTHORIZES ANY OTHER 
PERSON TO ASSUME FOt IT 
ANY LIABILITY IN CONNEC-
TION WITH THE SALE OF 
PARTS. ACCESSORIES ANO 
SERVICE 
« • « * • 1 •*•••«• • *•«•!••« •*«» N» MM «l -M» CIEMBJM state fli IMS MNMA BVM ftMMAV cM ttttttf BMBS 
anlaa***! t • »*4»«mi«1 ?»•*«• €h*wpn+*•*•+**»€•'«*!•«• |N«44* f i * r t * • * * #IMAtictT:HAH<WhiwnpuH*fey• 
-r-*0+t Mai." H »**. •••« M»MK •*+.* M •* AHhO/U PtMCffMMOf AAff *f !•% • * * • < *•*+*•**** »•!••»«• w«M«ltf*AKMn§ 
CM«I««»I 9«yM«M«i —4'— «• • * • • ^ t f l K I 0* •**»• »»»«*»*M CutkMnw •»>••• i* pay »»»»0»»«b»« •!!••»•«• t««t ytut Ml cw«U ol cuMccMon 
C«i*kM>«f •«<*•• U* !••» *it cn««t)<*» lo« M.«tuo«<i i w » x < i t «n4 t* •MffttMy el vMvcl* C«MI«MM« li i«*#oo»4o»« lor •«yM»«nl • ! all 
tottt«ftrtc« «Oili A4MIO><N«4 
A U T H O R l 
A 
ib «<MIIM* 
i t tL>V«NH C O N D I T I O N S A G R E E D T O AS S T A T E D ABOVE, . , 
7Ve /4frfvteci<*te *fy<M* ?>cit>M>H4i$6 
m 
Dodge 
flfl^ffurt?1 H 
HINCKLEYS FVRW y w i AYO; tfuuklaj ^odtft a . 
DODGE fuoMUtUid fot ai lotuf <u </ou ow/i% thi cat. 
HINCKLEY'S DOOQE "THE WORLD'S OLDEST DODGE DEAI 
all MJf(wa (jumanUtd 90 daiji ox 4000 mla 
3&9G 
SERVICE A 
PARTS SALES 
rmsfi 
MECHANICAL LABOR 
NON AUTO 
SUBLET 
WORK 
GAS OIL 4 
LUBRICANTS 
LABOR 
BODY S PAINT 
BOOY A PAINT 
MATERIAL 
PARTS A ACC 
ME CM 
PARTS A ACC 
BOOY A PAINT 
CHARGE1 
SALES 
CASH 
SALES 
3^ &X 
&Q-
W 
DESCRIPTION SALE 
AMOUNT 
NAME 
ADORESS 
CITY 
VIAII TYPE/MIIK I  MODEL 
TrTORT 
WHEN 
BPAPY 
fJMfFftOmtlO ill ? -/ztt~\ 
TIME MCflVf• i i »«»M«^ , | | a ^ * i i 
A.M m. 
CUSTOMER'S ORDfR . 
NO. • 
ItCf HSf NUMtf ft SPffOOMfTfi 
REPAIR ORDER — LABOR INSTRUCTIONS ORDER WRITTEN SV 
Q 'x?0' »«„Q D CHANGE OIL D FiUiM MANE. • D 
W ,{\,s ^VYVU/s.lt^  75 <2d 
A\b'yv\ 
X-^ft\a<qr H.AA'J^A 
^ kiL 
fr xa: 
r*+-
v\j$j.. *&{.*" iu^n"(Th - A _] 
- t ^ . * . 
Outside Repairs 
WW «*•"% * 
I HtREBV AUTHORIZE THE ABOVE REPAIR WORK TO BE DO>lE ALONG 
WITH NECESSARY MATERIALS VOU ANO TOUR EMPLOYEES MAY 
OPERATE ABOVE VEHICLE FOR PURPOSES OP TE STING INSPECTION 
OR DELIVERY AT MY RISK AN EMPRESS MECHANIC S LIEN IS AC-
KNOWLEDGED ON ABOVE VEHICLE TO SECURE THE AMOUNT OF RE-
PAIRS THERETO YOU WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR LOSS 
OR DAMAGE TO VEHICLE OR ARTICLES LEFf IN VEHICLE IN CASE OF 
FIRE THEFT. ACCIDENT OR ANV OTHER CAUSE BEYOND YOUR 
CONTROL. TOTAL PARTS 
ACCESSORIES—TIRES AND TUBES AUTHORIZED B Y . 
RECEIVED BY. 
TOTAL LABOR 
TOTAL PARTS 
GAS. OIL. GREASE 
ACCESSORIES 
QAL-GASOLINE TIRES. TUBES 
QTS. OIL OUTSIDE WORK 
LBS. GREASE © STATE TAX 7w 
I F I J E E I B ® CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH, INJC. 
so soyw M EAST • SAtTiAKiarr • otAHi4iti • raiPNONinomii-oios 
souo T O ! /J^KZ-—
 r 
91425 
AOORtSS 
CITY r-\ 
..,.#-V , £ ^ 
STATg H P COPE 
<P-i 
PART NUMIKR D E S C R I P T I O N LOCATION 
LIST NCT 
EXTENSION 
m 3S ( HT&IWG (Qf+rs-c W ^%fc 
T 
5 = ^ n* 2 f % & • \ . \zt 
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY- Any w/rantiat on rtia products sold naradv am thott madaovtka 
manufacturar. Tha aallar FREEO CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH. INC. narafty txprvssly disclaims Ml 
vMprrantiat. aichar axorass or imoltad. including any impt»«d warranty of marcnantabiiity or fitnass 
for a particular purposa. and FREED CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH. INC.. n9tttm assumas nor authorizes 
any otntr parson to atsuma for it any liability m connection with rftts sala. 
IALCS TICKET NO. 
91425 
X T . NO. AMOUNT jwrf ACCOUNT COST \HEy\ ACCT.HO. AMOUNT KEYl 
7 
PARTS A ACCESS. 
RETAIL 
SALES TAX 
SOURCE 320 CHARGE lil 
POLICY A0J» 
SOURCE 3S0 CASH 
SUB-TOTAL 
SACKS TAX 
5ra~ 
fit 
FREIGHT 
PWEASK PAY 
THIS AMOUNT •*m 
THANKYOU 
ALL CLAIMS ANO RETURNED GOOOS MUST BE AC 
RETURNED MERCHANDISE SUSJECf TO 10? 
NO RETURN AFTER 30 OATS. 
COMRANIED BY THIS BILL. 
HANOLING CHARGES. 
? l 2 4 5 L ^ 
INVOICf NUMItft 
! in MAB CM S^/Ml • • 
- PtAtift cc/NSU COMMIT
 C f t f 0 | | « t MC DATE ^ ^ CASH CMAUG 
C, ^ E R C , A ^
 C A f c 0 / / 
W w w iAil J W A V t O b V s A a i M A r T f l c i . 0«Jf OAff 
I I I I UK 
GOODYEAR TIRE CENTER 
OWNED & OPERATED BY 
COTTONWOOD TIRE, INC. 
2165 S. Highland SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84106 
5331 , _ (801)487-0829 
"wl^™™™™™~™,,"~ Msa/riOM I II nv II IACM n txtiNsioN n itAMM m EVCISC I O I M 
' ' i i ' i i i 
N\l)OL^ rtit k V y l.«l)|aJ' tTO I I 
BE &fe£ Fkl»£ <eoA M 
i i i i i i i i l/(3cr«y? l^Fr Wfm 
L l,l ,l I I I I 
m 
i 
I I I I I V A I V C S 
mm. 
i » i i i 
i i i i 
R REGUlAft i l l t ING 
fKCfrr * O R f o u o w i N G . 
AOIUSlMfNI SlOftf MANAGER 
• • ADJUSIMENI FROOUCI I 19 
f EXCHANGE OR CHANGEOVER I 
GOvERNMENf-StAlE OR lOCAli 
tfzi WHfEL S A L . 
• f MSI 
i mm 
1 WW fOftUGN 
1 (NINCC OVfft 
IJOMICNC • 
I fcfft WW 
I IUHIIH 
I * • sr/. 
t WMIIM Off 
IWHfCi WIS.. 5gfe 
NUMBER O f CARCASSES 
RECAPPAIlf D 
•
NUMIfft Of CARCASSES 
NOT RECAPfAllE 
I AG NOS 
(ho Mi lX\o 
I Vd 2SQ. 
THIS IS YOUR I N V O I C E DO NOT DESTROY 
AIOVE MDSE. RECEIVED IN GOOO CONOIIION 
cusionRtt ttoNAnm l^bvN 
IOIM 
lUCISI IAX 
IE SAICS IAX 
T U I C > P A Y T H I S 
T O T A L 
QAJ9 <1040| 
p 
R 
1 
N 
1 NAME _ 
ADDRESS 
CITY 
SERVICE ESTIMATE 
J^LA^ £ /[/f() A / 
STATE 
THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE No 068631 
2W 
STORE AOORESS STAMP 
OOTTONWOOD TIRE CENTER 
2165 HIGHLAND DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84106 
487-0829 
r-jr-f2. MAKE OF CAR ANO YEAR I I C C N S E NO. MILEAGE PHONE NO. TIME PROMISED 
QUAN. DESCRIPTION 
/2i5#/u S//^>^fj vt/.g* -+ I Q % e 
*7A/> 
SUBTOTALS 
PARTS LABOR TOTAL 
£t£ oo 
>• 
Q. 
o 
o 
cc 
ai 
2 O 
H 
CO 
D 
BALL JOINT TOLERANCES 
PRICE IS FIRM FOR 10 DAYS - AFTER 10 DAYS PRICE MUST BE RECONFIRMED. 
SALES 
TAX 
ESTIMATE 
TOTAL 
TO KEEP YOUR FINAL BILL DOWN. ***** rAnn »Af BE RETURNED TO TH§ MANUFACTURER. 
BUT ALL PARTS WILL BE NEW UNLESS O f H E f | w | S g S P E C I F I E 0 
LEFT RIGHT 
M T K I A T I ^iTTTwf|DLTN°OT ! S ^ H A V E AUTHORIZED. THE REPAIR PRICE MAY BE LESS THAN THE 
M Y T ^ S E L E C T ^ O ^ E X C E E D T H E ESTIMATE WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION. YOUR SIGNATURE WILL INDICATE YOUR ESTI-
1. I REQUEST AN ESTIMATE IN WRITING BEFORE YOU BEGI^ REPAIRS -
(SIGNATURE) 
2. PLEASE PROCEED WITH REPAIRS, BUT CALL ME BEFORfc CONTINUING 
IP THE PRICE WILL EXCEED $ - J W H W U I N U 
3. I DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE AN ESTIMATE TO WHICH I A^ 
ENTITLED BY LAW BEFORE REPAIRS ARE AUTHORIZED. 
(SIGNATURE) 
(SIGNATURE) 
ttf/S («)t J«, M/| 
GOODYEAR TIRE CENTER 
OWNED A OPERATED BY 
C: f : w!! , . , j - ; : T i n . , , • : : ; . 
* ] ' " : I : H ; I ; L ; . P : - : ::• • , l » t «•: 
mil 1 0 " 
r : ;;. '• : \ i f ' ! ; : * 
1 •. ?2 : . :M'ct. \ ; 
A'"« i i ii it rV i " 
in f / i i . v -
IH•»f.»4 riK If' IH* 
m r . H N ' . . 111» * if ii'> 
VIMM II ' / A M A l l / •»• 
CV A l l l l l | i | A ' , S i r ' ! ' i r . I ••* - • f • W 
/ / I . I I r«i •out i c i H)i 
•••.» : . ; * ' l 
?L I, L'V*:1 
3-'. K CA32 
< .'• lAt I 
1 
i i " nrii* ii 
uiurr b n r ; 
f i i / T i r; i u i 
l ! ( . ! l IV f M r | 
K i t L I . I f!t. I. I 
SHOCKS PAP.T^ 
//!» MAI lit |'.| IIA.'.M Alii) MO IMA | 111'lf itT/IO MI'Alk'i I MID I I 
IWJ I ' l 
11 .v, 
L"J NO 
:•!•. If >l *H I . ' 
1 ^ 
I I I . - •• • I I I " MiMIW ItAll " 
• i / ; » / /r? 
' H'.i<y/ii> i'u mwwi' 
i M N t t i i A i r N O * 
I i A* H « i f . p .| |||>A« 
irr/oci IM . irv.Mpf rm/.«Hi-
.00696 
W l V Itlv'l •!•:I I M 
MUfAGf 
?79? ' 
»• I I ,v / / I f lAI ' IS I I'M I | / # | | 
1 . f•'• 
i • • 
1 .:... 
M O M IA* IAPOW 
I'WH f |A< I I 
« •: • • i i A i r . 
f f , • 
lA ' / 'H I l A' / ' Mil |l 
I .,•.. • . , , . . . . . . I ,M ,, . * | f < „ , . | . i , . . 
« . I ' l If I-.. 
I IMI f i ' i i ' .« i : j " 
11 PI MA If 
r / 
/ .*. 
1 2 . 
/. • • 
6 0 . 0 
AUS |AX 
HIVOH f If »|A* 
1 OAIAN.| 
II 
JH 
H r. • . 
II NO* 
! 
P A R T H O . O R D E S C R I P T I O N 
, / 'ft t'lji / 1 
4- fir- -*—i -ir yj j ft* *"'' 9 1 ^ • 1 
1 
' i 
M r 
jfX 
L 
j 
m\ 
•ALE 
AMOUNT 
'£*l 
•r ** 1 
— 
7* 
1 
K7 
MIL 
- / • • • -
U7 
vf* -
S U B L E T RRPAtf tB 
1 T O T A L S U B L E T R E P A I R S 1 
Acc i i tomn 
l i 
J IRtdy* l o o t q 
J PIONEER BODY and PAINT SHOP ' *d J v i 1 D A T K > * 
J " P I O N E E R S I N A U T O M O B I I E B O D Y A N D P A I N T W O R K 
1 321 W s * 4lli Sour* 1 
1 ! * • * • 3447021 Salt Lsks CHy, Utah 34101 
ITKMB 
H A D D R I I I " | 
I CITY 'PHONE 
1 YEAR T Y P E OR M O D E L 1 M A K E 
1 . 1, *are'\ '« 
1
 v MOTOR N O . . ' 
J O N I . j 
I NO* 
J 
J 
L I C E N B E N O . 
B E R I A L N O . 
/,. A//p? 1 
' "T IME ' 1 
P R O M I S K R L 
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I HEREBY AUTHORIZE THE ABOVE REPAIR WORK TO BE DONE ALONG WITH THf 
NECESSARY MATERIAL YOU ANO YOUR EMPLOYEES MAY OPERATE ABOVE 
VEHICLE FOR PURPOSES OF INSPECTION, TESTING ANO OEUVERY AT MY RISK, 
AN EXPRESS MECHANICS LIEN IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED ON THE ABOVE 
VEHICLE TO SECURE THE AMOUNT OF REPAIRS THERETO. 
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LUNT MOTOR CO. 
SaUs I Strvlc* DOOOI • CHRYSUR • OOOG1 TRUCKS sVsssssssl 
PHONE S l t t M l CEDAR CITY. UTAH 
Accounts duo and payobio to luni Malar Co.. Codor City. Utah, on or baler* iho 10th of 
month following data of pwrchato A FlNANCt CHAtGf of 1 fc H par month (31H Ff S 
ANNUM) will bo chargod on pott duo occouaft. M account U ptocad in hands of an 
attorney far coHocHon, I oa/ao to pay a rootonobta anornay'*.!•* and court com. 
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UNOER THE TERMS ANO B 1 
BOR O N L Y . PARTS ANO MATERIALS ARC A O O I T I O N A L W I 
ARK NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS »V FtRC. THEFT. ACCIOENTS 
OR ANY CAUSE ICVONO OUR CONTROL. ALL NECESSARY TESTS WILL 
• E HAOf m* OUR EMPLOYEES AT VOUR RtSK. VOUR SIGNATURE HERE-
UNOCR CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE OF THIS PROPOSAL 
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DELIVERY OATE 
CUSTOMER NO. 
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'T/?*/ 
SVC ADV 
DELIVERY MM.ES 
ACTUAL MILES 
WARR. CLAIM NO. 
S * CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH HONDA' * 4648 SOUTH STATE STREET MURRAY, UTAH 84107 • PHONE 262-3331 :mr •V 
SUPPLIES • A token chargs equivalent to 5% o( Ins labor charge Is 
Included lor supplies used on your vehicle Maximum chargt $1000 
I haraby authoriia ma rapair work Iwroin M I form to bo don* along with mal 
nacatMiy malarial* I rtaiaby grant you and/or your ampioyaaa parmiaatonl 
lo oparata K M vahkta haiatn daacrtSad on alraou. highways or atMwtiora 
lot tha oufpoM 0l tasikig end/or mipactinn An axprasa maehanic'a Mao la 
haraby acfcnowladgad on Mid vahida lo aacura tha amount ol rapatrs 
tharato Racaipt ol vanida dwacribad Itarain tor rapair or allaiallon la 
haraby acknowladgad by tha daalar. Said cuatomar la haraby notiSad mall 
tha M M vohida It not mturad or prolaclad to tt»a amount of actual caah 
valua tftaiaof. or omarwlM. by tha daalar agamal toaa occatlonod by than 
bra or vandaliam white Mia proMilv ramaina with daalar Cuatomar alaiaa no, 
arHclaa ol paraonaj propariy hava baan laS In ma vahida. and daalar la not 
roaponamta for Inapaclion lharalor. Sioraga chargaa wM conwtianca 40] 
hours altar rapatrs ara completed 
In t»a avant lha account ratanud to la ptacad In tha handa of an altornay for 
/ TERMS ARE FOR CASH ON DELIVERY | 
AiltHORIZlo'ANfj CONDITIONS A G R i t V t O AS STATED ABOVE* 
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTO* 
Any warranlias on ln« products sokf haraby ara mots macta by thai 
manufaclurar. Tha aaliar, COTTONWOOD CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
HONDA, haraby axpraseiy dlsclslme all warranlias. aithw axpraes or 
implied, including any Implfsd warranty ol marchanlabHity or litnass lor! 
a particular purpota. and COTTONWOOD CHRYSLEP PLYMOUTH 
HONDA naithar astucnas nor authorliaa any oihar parson lo assumal 
for It any ttabiiity In oonnaclion with this eats 
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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 
Any wftirtnlto on lh« products told h«r«by ar« 
lhot« madt by lh« m«nulactur«r. Th« ••ll«r. 
C O T T O N W O O D CHRYSLER P L Y M O U T H -
HONOA. h«r«by •xprsstly ditclalmt •« warrsnlltt. 
•Ilh«r •npf«ts o# lmpU«d. Inckidino *ny Implied 
warranty of marchanlabillly or l l lntat lor a 
par t icu la r purpoaa , and C O T T O N W O O D 
CHHVSLER PLYMOUTH HONOA nallruN aasumaa 
nor authorliat any othar parson to aasuma for II 
any liability In connection with this aala. 
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. . _ .V . - ; j . . . . : ; \ 4 
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LCD;-" : 
DISCLAIMER OP WARRANTIES 
Any warranties on lha products told hereby ere 
those mada by lha manufacturer The taiiar, 
C O T T O N W O O D CHRYSLER P L Y M O U T H -
HONOA. haraby evpressly disclaims all warrantee, 
either eapreea or implied. Including any implied 
warranty of merchantability or fitness lor a 
part icular purposs . and C O T T O N W O O O 
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH HONDA neither aaaumaa 
nor authoriiea any oihar parson to assuma lor M 
any liability in connection with thia saia. 
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o .*»w/»i • ! «*»po «t • * • » • • • •»<»ip» *f vchtcte d«»C'*bad batata far i*po» 
o« olictai en i l «*»«by ocfcno«»|*df)«d by tb« daalar Said <utto"**f it 
»««tby not l««d that th« M»>d vehicle •• not intufad •« protected to N»« 
a <«uAt of actual <o»h value ih«*«af at ••**•*««•»• by #va daalai again*! 
leu acc0c*an«d by •h«ll t #• a« vandolitm wh*la Ni« acaaaity i t M t m 
w *K dealer f u i M m o itot«» aa aittctet a l aaitanal ataearty have b**n 
M i .n rht vehicle and deole< •• nal ie»pan»<ble lac trttpeclia* N»eie 
lo* Sta«age cha«ga« wil l cwmmnci 40 have* altar *apo»r« are completed 
{Customer agraat lo p a y rae sonabla a t tornayt f a a t plus al l cot l i j 
[of collection Cu t tomer agree* lo pay al l c h a r y * * for leardown 
rupeclton and r t a t te rnb ly o f vah ic la . 
jCut iomar «t r e i p o n t i b l e for payment o f al l insurance work 
per former* ^ "* ""• 
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_ PIONEER DODGE CENTER, INC. 
t 5716 SOUTH STATE STREET 
t MURRAY. UTAH 64107 • PHONE 262-7411 
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WSCIAIMER OF WARRANTIES 
Any warranties ON the products ooM noroby art Inoto madf by Iht inamilaclurtf Ino t< 
all wanarHiff otther oMSfOts or Iroplifd irKludinf any implied wairarrly of maichanl 
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Gordon J. Swenson #3172 
Plaintiff and Attorney Pro Se 
1120 Windsor St. #2 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105 
Telephone: (801) 521-8026 
rw: f ~ 
C-FoxJL VCA. 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE. OF UTAH 
GORDON J. SWENSON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CHRYSLER CORPORATION, et al., 
Defendants. 
- • •• •'• HI — — — — — — — — — — — — — — i — — — m m 
i MOTION, STIPULATION, AND 
) ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH 
1 PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS 
i Civil No. C-84-6816 
i Judge Judith M. Billings 
• • 1 " 1 1 1 " • • 
The plaintiff, Gordon J. Swenson, pro se, and the 
defendants, Chrysler Corporation/ Inc., ffcnckleys Incorporated, 
Universal Underwriters Insurance Company, Gordon T. Glenn, 
Western Surety Company, and Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company 
(the "Settling Defendants"), by and through their attorneys of 
record, move the above court for an order dismissing the above-
captioned matter, with prejudice and on the merits as to the 
Settling Defendants. The motion is ba$ed upon the complete 
settlement between the above-named parties and the General 
Release signed by the plaintiff. 
The parties hereto agree and stipulate that the amount 
of three thousand five hundred dollars ($3,500.00), paid to the 
plaintiff as consideration for settlement with the Settling 
Defendants, is to compensate the plaintiff for the following: 
1. Three thousand one hundred sixty-four dollars and 
1 
thirty-five cents ($3,164.35) for damages itemized as follows: 
Repair including parts (transaxle) $2,102.03 
Repair (shifter) 19.04 
Towing 442.00 
Substitute car rental 282.08 
Estimated mileage, borrowed cars (@ 20c/mi.) 246.00 
Bus fare (Cedar City) 25.86 
Telephone long distance (Cedar City) 4 7.34 
2. Three hundred thirty-five dollars and sixty-five 
cents ($335.65) as partial reimbursement for litigation costs and 
expenses, consisting of filing, typing, duplication, and postage 
costs, relating to portions of this litigation involving the 
Settling Defendants, and not the defendant Prudential General 
Insurance Company - ("Prudential") . 
Nothing in this dismissal shall affect the plaintiff's 
rights, including rights of appeal, against Prudential, except to 
the extent that the plaintiff1s claim against Prudential results 
from the items of damage, and in the amounts, stated in numbered 
paragraphs 1 and 2 hereinabove. 
The parties, by and through their attorneys of record, 
and Gordon J. Swenson, pro se, hereby stipulate to the entry of 
an Order of Dismissal With Prejudice and on the Merits as to the 
plaintiff and the " Settling Defendants in accordance with the 
Motion. 
2 
DATED t h i s / 7 z £ £ day of October , 1986 . 
GORDON J. 
^ 
Us£^U<&*h>^ 
:NSON, pro se 
DATED this /"? day of October, 1986. 
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL 
Gaiher M. WaJ^bTlli? 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Chrysler Corporation 
DATED this SXT> day of October, 1986. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEfl & MARTINEAU 
BY \MM.fl UlA 
k l e y ' s Inc. 
DATED t h i s ,mt 
Dednis Ferguson 
Attorneys for Hint 
Universal Underwriters 
Insurance Company, Gordon 
T, Gl^nn, Western Surety 
Compahy 
day of October, 198 
STRONG & H^NNI 
By a 
Mark J. T 
Attorneys 
Mutual In 
nwide 
ance Company 
ORDER 
Based upon the parties' Motion and Stipulation to an 
Order of Dismissal With Prejudice and on the Merits, and for good 
cause appearing, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
3 
1. The above-entitled action shall be and is hereby 
dismissed with prejudice and on the merits as to the defendants 
Chrysler Corporation, Inc., Hinckleys Incorporated, Universal 
Underwriters Insurance Company, Gordon T. Glenn, Western Surety 
Company and Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company (the "Dismissed 
Defendants "•) . 
2. The amount of three thousand five hundred dollars 
($3,500.00) which has been paid to -the plaintiff by the Dismissed 
Defendants as consideration for settlement herein shall be deemed 
to have compensated the plaintiff as follows: 
(a) Three thousand one hundred sixty-four dollars and 
thirty-five cents ($3,164.35), for damages itemized as follows: 
Repair including parts (transaxle) $2,102.03 
Repair (shifter) 19.04 
Towing 442.00 
Substitute car rental 282.08 
Estimated mileage, borrowed cars (6 20c/mi.) 246.00 
Bus fare '(Cedar City) 25.86 
Telephone long distance (Cedar City) 47.34 
(b) Three hundred thirty-five dollars and sixty-five 
cents ($335.65) as partial reimbursement for litigation costs and 
expenses, consisting of filing, typing, duplication, and postage 
costs, relating to portions of this litigation involving the 
Dismissed Defendants, and not the defendant Prudential General 
Insurance Company ("Prudential"). 
3. All previous orders, judgements and decrees in this 
4 
action, including the Summary Judgement entered November 18, 
1985, in favor of the defendant Prudential, are herby declared 
final for purposes of Rule 3(a), Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure, and Rule 54(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The 
court hereby expressly directs entry of judgement in favor of the 
defendant Prudential, and expressly determines that there is no 
just reason for delay. 
DATED this JT? day of (vcM-fas 1986. 
BY THE COU&T 
£tfaiih M. pi1 l ings 
D i s t r i c t Gjsurt Judge 
Third Judic ia l D i s t r i c t 
Avr;;::-T 
7 Z, CL-^CL«;, 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on th.s /75Cday of October, 
1986, I caused to be mailed, postage prepaidT a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MOTION, STIPULATION, AND ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
WITH PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS to Terry M. Plant, Hanson, Dunn, 
Epperson & Smith, 650 Clark Learning Office Center, 175 South West 
Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101. 
